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Abstract: The KLOE computing environment is composed of a considerable number of computing nodes, disk
areas and tape areas. Data produced during data acqisition and reconstruction are stored on these areas
and moved around as needed. To simplify the location of these resources a central database is used,
where all information about available files and resources get stored.

In this paper the tables used to store all these information are presented. Moreover, a short description of
the KLOE computing environment and the way the files are moved around, is present as well.
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Introduction
The KLOE computing environment is composed of a considerable number of computing
nodes, disk areas and tape areas. To simplify the location of these resources by the
production processes, both online and offline, all of them are catalogued in the KLOE
database.

Moreover, KLOE is acquiring huge amounts of data. To reduce the complexity of managing
all these data, they get stored as files and moved to tape for permanent storage. When needed,
they are moved to a disk pool in order to process them. And since millions of files are
involved, the KLOE database is used to do the bookkeeping.

Each new file produces an entry in the database and each time the file is moved or copied
from a point of the system to another, the corresponding data in the database are updated to
keep track of the change.

The KLOE computing environment
The KLOE experiment is a High Energy Physics experiment aimed at studying CP violation
with a very high precision. To achieve this goal a huge number of events must be acquired,
reconstructed and analyzed. Moreover, in order to better understand the efficiencies of the
involved algorithms, a reasonably large amount of Monte Carlo data must be also produced.

All these activities requires both computing power and data storage areas;

� From the computing power point of view, several independent SMP servers are used. All
of them are IP network connected, each of them having one or more network names.

� From the data storage point of view, the situation is a bit more complex;

� For long term data storage a tape library is used. However, in order to optimize data
access and simplify system management, several tape areas, named filespaces, are used.

� Accessing data directly on tape is moreover very inefficient, so temporary disk areas
are also available. Each disk area can be identified by a directory path on the computing
node that is physically connected to the disk hardware. Moreover, in order to allow
remote nodes to access the data on those disk areas, several remote disk areas are
mounted on every node using network filesystems.

The organization of this paper follows the structure introduced above; computing nodes, disk
areas and tape areas are presented in separate chapters.
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The Data flow
To achieve its goals, KLOE is acquiring huge amounts of data; the estimated needs are
around 200G events for a total storage size of 1 PB. To efficiently manage all these data, a
multi-layer scheme is used.

Most of the data in the KLOE environment are produced as a result of the readout of the FEEa

after the trigger system has identified a possibly interesting event. These data are collected
together, formatted and written to a raw file on an online disk pool. Some events, like cosmic
rays, are easy to identifyb after they have been formatted and they are also very interesting for
monitoring and calibration purposes. For these reasons they get duplicated during the data
acquisition process and written to separate raw files that make another source of data.
Whichever the source, after a raw file reaches a set maximum size, it is closed and marked
read-only, ready-to-be-analyzed and ready-to-be-archived.

Another source of data are simulated or MCc events. They are produced by MC generators,
that simulate physics dynamics and create events that contain the same information it would
be read-out by the FEE (plus some MC specific data). These events are written to mcraw files
on a temporary disk area. When the desired amount of events has been created, the file is
closed and marked read-only and ready-to-be-analyzed.

Once a raw file is declared ready-to-be-analyzed, it is processed by an offline reconstruction
process. Each event contained in the input file is reconstructed and assigned to one or more
classes or streams. For each stream that was marked as to be saved, the event is written in a
dedicated datarec file (once for every stream) on an offline disk pool. Once all the events
from the input file has been processed, all the related datarec files are closed and marked
read-only and ready-to-be-archived. A similar process takes place also when a mcraw file is
declared ready-to-be-analyzed, but streaming is not performed; that is, all the events are
written in a mc file. Moreover, when the mc file is closed, the mcraw file is deleted from its
disk area, since all its data are contained in the new mc filed.

When a file is declared ready-to-be-archived, it is processed by the archiver process that
copies it to the tape library. Once archived, the file can be deleted from its disk pool to make
space for new files.

When a raw, datarec or mc file is declared read-only, it can be read-out by an analysis
process. However, the disk pool where the file was written may not be (and normally is not)
visible by the target machine and moreover the file could have been already canceled from
the disk pool, so a copy of it is created on a recall disk pool by the data handling system.
Once the copy is created (or an existing copy located), the requesting process can access it.
The copy is guaranteed to stay on that disk pool as long as at least one process is accessing it,
but can be deleted from the disk pool immediately afterwards to make space for a copy of
another file.

a Front End Electronics
b or at least a big fraction of them
c Monte Carlo
d since streaming is not cutting out any data
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Organizing the data
KLOE data taking is not a continuous and stable process. Physics data acquisition periods
are interleaved with development, test, calibration and idle periods. Moreover, the
environment conditions are continuously changing, although most of the time very slowly.

To effectively treat these different states of the data acquisition, the data taking is divided
into runs. A run is a period of data taking of a single type, where all the relevant conditions
are assumed to be stable, that i.e. for a physics run means stable beam and environment
conditions.

Since most of the conditions are considered to be stable during a run, the run itself is one of
the most important indexes of the data taking, so raw filesa are grouped by run. Moreover,
data acquisition description and configuration maps and calibration data are stored as being
valid for a range of runs, but this topic is outside the scope of this document.

Another important parameter is the so-called datarec version, i.e. the version of the
reconstruction executable used to reconstruct the raw files. Differently from the raw files,
where a single copy of a set of files is present for a specific acquisition period, several
datarec files can be produced from a single raw file by different versions of the
reconstruction executable. This difference is due to the evolving nature of the reconstruction
process and is also the reason why the raw files are preserved in the first place.
Reconstructing and classifying is a hard and complex job; the methods are developed during
the life of the experiment and, moreover, a small bug in the code can drastically change the
result of the computation. For this reason, freshb raw files get processed with the last version
of the reconstruction executable and when there is some CPU time left, also the files
analyzed with an obsolete datarec version get reprocessed.

A world aside is MC data generation. Since this source of data is not linked at all with the
data acquisition, the run number is not used. Instead, the main parameter is the so-called MC
data card used to generate the events, or better to say the MC data card identifier.

A MC data card contains the parameters that are given to the MC generation program that
creates the mcraw file. At each iteration, known also as MC run number, a single mcraw file
is produced. Several data cards has been created and new are added every time a new class of
physics analysis has to be done.

a and consequentially also datarec files
b i.e. just acquired or not yet analyzed
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The Database System
Two database systems are present in the KLOE environment:

1. a HepDB based system and

2. a RDBMSa based system.

The two database systems has been introduced in two different points in time and for different
reasons. The first, HepDB based, system was introduced at the beginning of the offline
development cycle and was chosen for its good integration in the offline software
environment. Although it has proven to be well suited for the storage of reconstruction related
datab, it was judged not flexible enough for cataloging tasks. For this, and other, reasons a
second, RDBMS based, database system has been put in place. In this paper, all the references
to the KLOE database system are to be intended to the RDBMS based database system.

The database structure
The database can be classified using two different metrics:

1. distinction between base tables and extended views

2. classification of tables/views based on the kind of data they contain

The first classification affects the way the database is used. The base tables are organized in
such a way that redundancy is minimized and consistency problems are avoided, which is
very useful when new information has to be inserted into the database. The views are instead
query oriented; they contain a lot of redundant information in order to simplify the queries. 

The second classification is instead more structural; indeed not all the data inside the
database contain the same kind of information. Two main categories of data can be found in
the bookkeeping database:

� content oriented

� position oriented

The tables/views of the first kind contain information about resources, runs, files, etc.
themselves, while the tables/views of the second kind contain the position of those files on
the disk areas. The big difference between the two categories is that the information about a
file is stored exactly once in the first category, while in the second a file can be listed zero,
one or more times, depending on how many copies of it are present on the disk areas.

The structure of this paper is organized to privilege the first classification to the second. This
is done since most of the users most of the time do query or insertions and it is very rare that
both activities are performed at the same time by a single user.

Anyhow, most of the users will probably be interested in doing queries. Those users are
encouraged to concentrate on views when possible, since the use of those is most of the time
much easier that the use of base tables. However, if a table is simple by itself, an additional
view is not defined and moreover, a basic notion about the way the data are stored inside the
basic tables can be anyhow useful since it can help to write more efficient queries.

a Relational Database Management System
b i.e. detector geometry and calibration data
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Available types
Since each column has a well-defined type associated with it, also the list of available types is
well-defined. The complete list of all the available types is however too long for this type of
paper and moreover some of the available types are also RDBMS-vendor dependent. Instead,
the list of types used inside the KLOE database is given:

Type Description

integer Integer number (like -836, 0, 9994234)

real Real or floating point number (like -1.3E-3, 3.14, 0.0002, 45e97)

char(size) Fixed size string of size characters (char(3) could be 'f04', 'who', '   ')

varchar(size) Variable size string of up to size characters (varchar(5) could be 'table', 'me', 'who')

timestamp Point in time, expressed also as a char(26)
(like '2000-12-15-09.58.30.231032', '1999-01-31-23.21.00.001345', '2000-08-01-00.00.00.000000')

One peculiar characteristic of the relational databases is also the possibility to assign a NULL
value to a field. The NULL value is different from any other value of the column type and
can be used as a special case to mark unknown or not yet available data.

Keys and constraints
A nice feature of RDBMS systems is the possibility to set constraints about the data; they can
be used to prevent invalid or duplicate data to be inserted into the database.

Four types of constraints are used in our context:

Constraint Description

NULL-able fields List of columns that can contain NULL values.

Can be used to prevent a NULL value to be assigned to a field.

Primary key List of columns that are used to distinguish between rows.
Two rows cannot have the same value for the set of fields associated
with the primary key.

The search for a row given the values of the primary key is usually the
most efficient one.

Unique constraint List of columns that are used to distinguish between rows.
Similarly as with a primary key, two rows cannot have the same value
for the set of fields associated with the unique constraint.

The search using these fields is normally slightly less efficient compared
to the use of the primary key.

Foreign key This is a referential constraint.

The values of the fields listed in the foreign key must match the values
of a row in the foreign table in order to be valid.

Foreign keys are used to prevent the insertion of invalid or meaningless
data into the database and are also useful hints for the creation of joins.
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Views of the data
Another nice feature of RDBMS systems is the possibility to create views of the data. A view
is seen by the end-user as a table, made as usual of rows and columns. However, the data
presented by a view is actually not stored inside the view, but is instead extracted from one or
more tables each time the requested data is needed.

The views are created by the database manager to simplify the access to data that are stored
in several tables or to show only a meaningful subset of the available data. Splitting the data
over different tables is indeed often needed to improve the performances and to guarantee the
consistency of the data, while filtering the data can be useful to distinguish actual from
historical data.

Accessing the data
The access to the data stored in a relational database system is achieved via the SQLa query
language. The description of this language is however beyond the scope of this document.

Other data inside the KLOE database
The KLOE database is not used only for catalogging and bookkeeping purposes, but is also
the home of most of the configuration parameters needed to run the KLOE detector.
Moreover, several monitoring tables has been added during the life of the database.

a Structured Query Language
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Computing nodes

Introduction

Computing node classification
KLOE computing nodes can be divided in six groups, based on the task a specific node plays;

Node type
Standard

label Description

DAQ farm node farm Node performing DAQ event building, filtering
and recording.

Reconstruction node offline Node executing data reconstruction processes.

Monte Carlo generator node mc Node executing Monte Carlo generators.

Reconstruction disk server offsrv Node hosting reconstruction disk areas.

Recall disk server dserver Node hosting recall disk areas.

Tape server tserver Node connected with tape libraries.

Each node inside the KLOE computing environment can be part of zero, one or several
groups. Obviously, the ideal situation would be a complete partition of the nodes, with each
node belonging to exactly one group, but due to lack of resources a node can be assigned to
perform several tasks and, on the other hand, nodes that are broken or not (yet) properly
configured can be withdrawn from all the groups.

Database structure
The data about the available computing nodes are stored in two types of tables:

1. tables containing information about the nodes themselves and about the network names of
the nodes (tables like descript.machine_...)

2. tables containing the list of node identifiers for each group (tables like descript...._node)

Dividing the tables into these two categories removes redundancies in the database, but on
the other hand makes retrieving of data a bit more complex. For this reason, several views
has been defined in order to mimic the first type of tables but being still specific to a single
group of nodes.

Another series of views has been introduced in order to make a unique relation between node
identifiers and node network names (views like descript...._defname). In the database, all the
names by which a node is known are present in order to associate a network name to a node
identifier. However, the reverse operation is also often performed and since SQL does not
allow to select only a specific row out of a query, a series of specific views, containing only
the preferred network name for each node, have been defined.
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Base tables

descript.os_descript
This table contains the list of all the Operation Systems (OS) or platforms available inside the
KLOE computing environment.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Platform varchar(8) no Platform identifier

Primary key:

� Platform

descript.machine_descript
This table contains the list of all the available computing nodes with the relative description.

Fields description:

Field name Field type Can be
NULL?

Description

Id char(3) no Machine identifier

Platform varchar(8)a no Platform identifier

Nr_Cpus integer no Number of CPUs available

Description varchar(128) no Free text description

Primary key:
� Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Platform descript.os_descript Platform

descript.machine_name
This table contains the list of all the network names associated to all the available computing
nodes.

a foreign key of descript.os_descript
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Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Name varchar(32) no Machine network name (like 'krunc.lnf.infn.it')

Id char(3)a no Machine identifier

Priority integer no Network name priority
Lower number means higher priority

Primary key:
� Name

Unique constraint:
� Id

� Priority

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Id descript.machine_descript Id

a foreign key of descript.machine_descript
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descript.farm_node
This table contains the list of all the DAQ farm nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Farm_Id char(3)a no DAQ farm node identifier

Primary key:

� Farm_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Farm_Id descript.machine_descript Id

descript.offline_node
This table contains the list of all the reconstruction nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Id char(3)b no Reconstruction node identifier

Primary key:
� Offline_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Offline_Id descript.machine_descript Id

a foreign key of descript.machine_descript
b foreign key of descript.machine_descript
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descript.mc_node
This table contains the list of all the Monte Carlo generator nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Id char(3)a no Monte Carlo generator node identifier

Primary key:

� Offline_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Offline_Id descript.machine_descript Id

descript.offsrv_node
This table contains the list of all the reconstruction disk server nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

OffSrv_Id char(3)b no Reconstruction disk server node identifier

Primary key:
� OffSrv_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

OffSrv_Id descript.machine_descript Id

a foreign key of descript.machine_descript
b foreign key of descript.machine_descript
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descript.dserver_node
This table contains the list of all the recall disk server nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

DServer_Id char(3)a no Recall disk server node identifier

Primary key:

� DServer_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

DServer_Id descript.machine_descript Id

descript.tserver_node
This table contains the list of all the tape server nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)b no Tape server node identifier

Primary key:
� TServer_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.machine_descript Id

a foreign key of descript.machine_descript
b foreign key of descript.machine_descript
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Views

descript.machine_defname
This view contains the list of all the available computing nodes with the relative default
name.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Id char(3)a no Machine identifier

Name varchar(32) no Machine preferred network name

Primary key:
� Id

Unique constraint:
� Name

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Id descript.machine_descript Id

Table used:
� descript.machine_name

a foreign key of descript.machine_descript
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descript.farm_descript
This view contains the list of all the DAQ farm nodes with the relative description.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Farm_Id char(3) no DAQ farm node identifier

Platform varchar(8)a no Platform identifier

Nr_Cpus integer no Number of CPUs available

Description varchar(128) no Free text description

Primary key:
� Farm_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Platform descript.os_descript Platform

Tables used:
� descript.machine_descript

� descript.farm_node

a foreign key of descript.os_descript
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descript.farm_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to all the DAQ farm nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Farm_Name varchar(32) no DAQ farm node network name
(like 'fibm05.lnf.infn.it')

Farm_Id char(3)a no DAQ farm node identifier

Priority integer no Network name priority
Lower number means higher priority

Primary key:
� Farm_Name

Unique constraint:
� Farm_Id

� Priority

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Farm_Id descript.farm_node Farm_Id

Tables used:
� descript.machine_name

� descript.farm_node

a foreign key of descript.farm_node
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descript.farm_defname
This view contains the list of all the DAQ farm nodes with the relative default name.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Farm_Id char(3)a no DAQ farm node identifier

Farm_Name varchar(32) no DAQ farm node preferred network name

Primary key:
� Farm_Id

Unique constraint:
� Farm_Name

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Farm_Id descript.farm_node Farm_Id

Tables and views used:
� descript.machine_defname

� descript.machine_name

� descript.farm_node

a foreign key of descript.farm_node
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descript.offline_descript
This view contains the list of all the reconstruction nodes with the relative description.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction node identifier

Platform varchar(8)a no Platform identifier

Nr_Cpus integer no Number of CPUs available

Description varchar(128) no Free text description

Primary key:
� Offline_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Platform descript.os_descript Platform

Tables used:
� descript.machine_descript

� descript.offline_node

a foreign key of descript.os_descript
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descript.offline_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to all the reconstruction nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Name varchar(32) no Reconstruction node network name
(like 'fsun03.lnf.infn.it')

Offline_Id char(3)a no Reconstruction node identifier

Priority integer no Network name priority
Lower number means higher priority

Primary key:
� Offline_Name

Unique constraint:
� Offline_Id

� Priority

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Offline_Id descript.offline_node Offline_Id

Tables used:
� descript.machine_name

� descript.offline_node

a foreign key of descript.offline_node
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descript.offline_defname
This view contains the list of all the reconstruction nodes with the relative default name.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Id char(3)a no Reconstruction node identifier

Offline_Name varchar(32) no Reconstruction node preferred network name

Primary key:
� Offline_Id

Unique constraint:
� Offline_Name

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Offline_Id descript.offline_node Offline_Id

Tables and views used:
� descript.machine_defname

� descript.machine_name

� descript.offline_node

a foreign key of descript.offline_node
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descript.mc_descript
This view contains the list of all the Monte Carlo generator nodes with the relative
description.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Id char(3) no Monte Carlo generator node identifier

Platform varchar(8)a no Platform identifier

Nr_Cpus integer no Number of CPUs available

Description varchar(128) no Free text description

Primary key:
� Offline_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Platform descript.os_descript Platform

Tables used:
� descript.machine_descript

� descript.mc_node

a foreign key of descript.os_descript
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descript.mc_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to all the Monte Carlo
generator nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Name varchar(32) no Monte Carlo generator node network name
(like 'flinux01.lnf.infn.it')

Offline_Id char(3)a no Monte Carlo generator node identifier

Priority integer no Network name priority
Lower number means higher priority

Primary key:
� Offline_Name

Unique constraint:
� Offline_Id

� Priority

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Offline_Id descript.mc_node Offline_Id

Tables used:
� descript.machine_name

� descript.mc_node

a foreign key of descript.mc_node
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descript.mc_defname
This view contains the list of all the Monte Carlo generator nodes with the relative default
name.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Id char(3)a no Monte Carlo generator node identifier

Offline_Name varchar(32) no Monte Carlo generator node preferred network name

Primary key:
� Offline_Id

Unique constraint:
� Offline_Name

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Offline_Id descript.mc_node Offline_Id

Tables and views used:
� descript.machine_defname

� descript.machine_name

� descript.mc_node

a foreign key of descript.mc_node
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descript.offsrv_descript
This view contains the list of all the reconstruction disk server nodes with the relative
description.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

OffSrv_Id char(3) no Reconstruction disk server node identifier

Platform varchar(8)a no Platform identifier

Nr_Cpus integer no Number of CPUs available

Description varchar(128) no Free text description

Primary key:
� OffSrv_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Platform descript.os_descript Platform

Tables used:
� descript.machine_descript

� descript.offsrv_node

a foreign key of descript.os_descript
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descript.offsrv_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to all the reconstruction disk
server nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

OffSrv_Name varchar(32) no Reconstruction disk server node network name
(like 'fsun11.lnf.infn.it')

OffSrv_Id char(3)a no Reconstruction disk server node identifier

Priority integer no Network name priority
Lower number means higher priority

Primary key:
� OffSrv_Name

Unique constraint:
� OffSrv_Id

� Priority

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

OffSrv_Id descript.offsrv_node OffSrv_Id

Tables used:
� descript.machine_name

� descript.offsrv_node

a foreign key of descript.offsrv_node
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descript.offsrv_defname
This view contains the list of all the reconstruction disk server nodes with the relative default
name.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

OffSrv_Id char(3)a no Reconstruction disk server node identifier

OffSrv_Name varchar(32) no Reconstruction disk server node preferred network
name

Primary key:
� OffSrv_Id

Unique constraint:
� OffSrv_Name

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

OffSrv_Id descript.offsrv_node OffSrv_Id

Tables and views used:
� descript.machine_defname

� descript.machine_name

� descript.offsrv_node

a foreign key of descript.offsrv_node
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descript.dserver_descript
This view contains the list of all the recall disk server nodes with the relative description.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

DServer_Id char(3) no Recall disk server node identifier

Platform varchar(8)a no Platform identifier

Nr_Cpus integer no Number of CPUs available

Description varchar(128) no Free text description

Primary key:
� DServer_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Platform descript.os_descript Platform

Tables used:
� descript.machine_descript

� descript.dserver_node

a foreign key of descript.os_descript
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descript.dserver_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to all the recall disk server
nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

DServer_Name varchar(32) no Recall disk server node network name
(like 'fsun12.lnf.infn.it')

DServer_Id char(3)a no Recall disk server node identifier

Priority integer no Network name priority
Lower number means higher priority

Primary key:
� DServer_Name

Unique constraint:
� DServer_Id

� Priority

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

DServer_Id descript.dserver_node DServer_Id

Tables used:
� descript.machine_name

� descript.dserver_node

a foreign key of descript.dserver_node
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descript.dserver_defname
This view contains the list of all the recall disk server nodes with the relative default name.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

DServer_Id char(3)a no Recall disk server node identifier

DServer_Name varchar(32) no Recall disk server node preferred network name

Primary key:
� DServer_Id

Unique constraint:
� DServer_Name

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

DServer_Id descript.dserver_node DServer_Id

Tables and views used:
� descript.machine_defname

� descript.machine_name

� descript.dserver_node

a foreign key of descript.dserver_node
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descript.tserver_descript
This view contains the list of all the tape server nodes with the relative description.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3) no Tape server node identifier

Platform varchar(8)a no Platform identifier

Nr_Cpus integer no Number of CPUs available

Description varchar(128) no Free text description

Primary key:
� TServer_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Platform descript.os_descript Platform

Tables used:
� descript.machine_descript

� descript.tserver_node

a foreign key of descript.os_descript
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descript.tserver_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to all the tape server nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Name varchar(32) no Tape server node network name
(like 'fibm09.lnf.infn.it')

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

Priority integer no Network name priority
Lower number means higher priority

Primary key:
� TServer_Name

Unique constraint:
� TServer_Id

� Priority

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

Tables used:
� descript.machine_name

� descript.tserver_node

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
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descript.tserver_defname
This view contains the list of all the tape server nodes with the relative default name.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

TServer_Name varchar(32) no Tape server node preferred network name

Primary key:
� TServer_Id

Unique constraint:
� TServer_Name

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

Tables and views used:
� descript.machine_defname

� descript.machine_name

� descript.tserver_node

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
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Summary of tables and views
Table/view name Description

descript.os_descript
This table contains the list of all the Operation Systems (OS) or
platforms available inside the KLOE computing environment.

descript.machine_descript
This table contains the list of all the available computing nodes
with the relative description.

descript.machine_name
This table contains the list of all the network names associated to
all the available computing nodes.

descript.machine_defname
This view contains the list of all the available computing nodes
with the relative default name.

descript.farm_node This table contains the list of all the DAQ farm nodes.

descript.farm_descript
This view contains the list of all the DAQ farm nodes with the
relative description.

descript.farm_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to
all the DAQ farm nodes.

descript.farm_defname
This view contains the list of all the DAQ farm nodes with the
relative default name.

descript.offline_node This table contains the list of all the reconstruction nodes.

descript.offline_descript
This view contains the list of all the reconstruction nodes with
the relative description.

descript.offline_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to
all the reconstruction nodes.

descript.offline_defname
This view contains the list of all the reconstruction nodes with
the relative default name.

descript.mc_node
This table contains the list of all the Monte Carlo generator
nodes.

descript.mc_descript
This view contains the list of all the Monte Carlo generator nodes
with the relative description.

descript.mc_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to
all the Monte Carlo generator nodes.

descript.mc_defname
This view contains the list of all the Monte Carlo generator nodes
with the relative default name.

descript.offsrv_node
This table contains the list of all the reconstruction disk server
nodes.

descript.offsrv_descript
This view contains the list of all the reconstruction disk server
nodes with the relative description.

descript.offsrv_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to
all the reconstruction disk server nodes.
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Table/view name Description

descript.offsrv_defname
This view contains the list of all the reconstruction disk server
nodes with the relative default name.

descript.dserver_node This table contains the list of all the recall disk server nodes.

descript.dserver_descript
This view contains the list of all the recall disk server nodes with
the relative description.

descript.dserver_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to
all the recall disk server nodes.

descript.dserver_defname
This view contains the list of all the recall disk server nodes with
the relative default name.

descript.tserver_node This table contains the list of all the tape server nodes.

descript.tserver_descript
This view contains the list of all the tape server nodes with the
relative description.

descript.tserver_name
This view contains the list of all the network names associated to
all the tape server nodes.

descript.tserver_defname
This view contains the list of all the tape server nodes with the
relative default name.
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Tables used inside the views
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Disk areas
Introduction
Three types of disk areas are present in the KLOE computing environment;

Disk area type Description

DAQ disk areas
These disk areas are used as a temporary storage for the data
reconstruction processes output. They contain raw files for the
time needed for them to be archived.

Reconstruction disk areas
These disk areas are used as a temporary storage for the output
of reconstruction processes. They contain datarec and mc files
for the time needed for them to be archived.

Recall disk areas
These disk areas are used as recall cache areas by the KLOE
data handling system. They contain raw, datarec and mc files
that user (and production) processes can access.

Different types of disk areas are physically connected to different groups of computing
nodesa;

Disk area type Computing node type

DAQ disk area DAQ farm node

Reconstruction disk area Reconstruction disk server

Recall disk area Recall disk server

The node to which the disk media is physically connected is however not always the one that
needs the access to it, or at least not the only one. For these reason, most of the nodes mount
remote disk areas using network filesystems (like NFS v3 over TCP/IP);

� Reconstruction nodes must mount reconstruction disk areas, physically connected to
reconstruction disk servers, for their output and DAQ disk areas and recall disk areas for
their input.

� Tape servers must mount all the disk areas (of all three the types) in order to move the
files to and from the tape media.

� Similarly, the recall disk servers must mount all the disk areas in order to copy files from a
generic disk area to its own recall area.

All the above disk areas are has their entries in the KLOE database, both from the point of
view of local paths and network filesystem mounts. Since the data structure of the tables
dedicated to the description of local paths is quite different from the one describing network
filesystem mounts, also the structure of this chapter was organized accordingly.

a see the previous chapter
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Local directories

descript.farmdir_descript
This table contains the list of DAQ disk areas.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Farm_Id char(3)a no DAQ farm node identifier

FarmDir_Id integer no Local directory identifier

Path varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Primary key:
� Farm_Id

� FarmDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Farm_Id descript.farm_node Farm_Id

a foreign key of descript.farm_node
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descript.offsrvdir_descript
This table contains the list of reconstruction disk areas.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

OffSrv_Id char(3)a no Reconstruction disk server node identifier

OffSrvDir_Id integer no Local directory identifier

Path varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Primary key:
� OffSrv_Id

� OffSrvDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Offline_Id descript.offline_node Offline_Id

a foreign key of descript.offsrv_node
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descript.dsrvdir_descript
This table contains the list of recall disk areas.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

DServer_Id char(3)a no Recall disk server node identifier

DSrvDir_Id integer no Local directory identifier

Path varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Nr_Gbs integer no Size (in Gbytes) of the disk area

Primary key:
� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

DServer_Id descript.dserver_node DServer_Id

descript.dsrvdir_grp_descr
This table contains the list of available groups of recall areas with a short description.

Fields description:

Field name Field type Can be
NULL?

Description

Group_Id varchar(8) no Group identifier

Description varchar(64) no Free text description

Primary key:
� Group_Id

a foreign key of descript.dserver_node
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descript.dsrvdir_groups
This table contains the associations between recall areas and the related groups identifiers.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

DServer_Id char(3)

DSrvDir_Id integer
a no Recall directory identifier

Group_Id varchar(8)b no Group identifier

Primary key:
� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id
descript.dsrvdir_descript

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id

Group_Id descript.dsrvdir_grp_descr Group_Id

a foreign key of descript.dsrvdir_descript
b foreign key of descript.dsrvdir_grp_descr
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Network filesystem mounts

descript.mount_off_farm
This table contains the list of DAQ disk areas mounted on reconstruction nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Id char(3)a no Reconstruction node identifier

Farm_Id char(3)

FarmDir_Id integer
b no DAQ directory identifier

Mountpoint varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Primary key:
� Offline_Id

� Farm_Id

� FarmDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Offline_Id descript.offline_node Offline_Id

Farm_Id

FarmDir_Id
descript.farmdir_descript

Farm_Id

FarmDir_Id

a foreign key of descript.offline_node
b foreign key of descript.farmdir_descript
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descript.offdir_descript
This table contains the list of reconstruction disk areas as seen on the reconstruction nodes.
The disk media are physically attached to the reconstruction disk server nodes, so the disk
areas are mounted as network filesystems on the reconstruction nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Id char(3)a no Reconstruction node identifier

OffDir_Id integer no Local directory identifier

Path varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

OffSrvId char(3)

OffSrvDir_Id integer
b no Reconstruction disk area identifier

Primary key:

� Offline_Id

� OffDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Offline_Id descript.offline_node Offline_Id

OffSrv_Id

OffSrvDir_Id
descript.offsrvdir_descript

OffSrv_Id

OffSrvDir_Id

a foreign key of descript.offline_node
b foreign key of descript.offsrvdir_descript
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descript.mount_off_dsrv
This table contains the list of recall disk areas mounted on reconstruction nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Offline_Id char(3)a no Reconstruction node identifier

DServer_Id char(3)

DSrvDir_Id integer
b no Recall directory identifier

Mountpoint varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Primary key:
� Offline_Id

� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Offline_Id descript.offline_node Offline_Id

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id
descript.dsrvdir_descript

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id

a foreign key of descript.offline_node
b foreign key of descript.dsrvdir_descript
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descript.mount_dsrv_farm
This table contains the list of DAQ disk areas mounted on recall disk server nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

DServer_Id char(3)a no Recall disk server node identifier

Farm_Id char(3)

FarmDir_Id integer
b no DAQ directory identifier

Mountpoint varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Primary key:
� DServer_Id

� Farm_Id

� FarmDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

DServer_Id descript.dserver_node DServer_Id

Farm_Id

FarmDir_Id
descript.farmdir_descript

Farm_Id

FarmDir_Id

a foreign key of descript.dserver_node
b foreign key of descript.farmdir_descript
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descript.mount_dsrv_off
This table contains the list of reconstruction disk areas mounted on recall disk server nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

DServer_Id char(3)a no Recall disk server node identifier

OffSrv_Id char(3)

OffSrvDir_Id integer
b no Reconstruction directory identifier

Mountpoint varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Primary key:
� DServer_Id

� OffSrv_Id

� OffSrvDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

DServer_Id descript.dserver_node DServer_Id

OffSrv_Id

OffSrvDir_Id
descript.offsrvdir_descript

OffSrv_Id

OffSrvDir_Id

a foreign key of descript.dserver_node
b foreign key of descript.offsrvdir_descript
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descript.mount_dsrv_dsrv
This table contains the list of recall disk areas mounted on each recall disk server node. Both
the remote and local disk areas are present.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

DServer_Id char(3)a no Recall disk server node identifier

DServer_Ref_Id char(3)

DSrvDir_Ref_Id integer
b no Recall directory identifier

Mountpoint varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Primary key:
� DServer_Id

� DServer_Ref_Id

� DSrvDir_Ref_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

DServer_Id descript.dserver_node DServer_Id

DServer_Ref_Id

DSrvDir_Ref_Id
descript.dsrvdir_descript

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id

a foreign key of descript.dserver_node
b foreign key of descript.dsrvdir_descript
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descript.mount_tsrv_farm
This table contains the list of DAQ disk areas mounted on tape server nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

Farm_Id char(3)

FarmDir_Id integer
b no DAQ directory identifier

Mountpoint varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Primary key:
� TServer_Id

� Farm_Id

� FarmDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

Farm_Id

FarmDir_Id
descript.farmdir_descript

Farm_Id

FarmDir_Id

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
b foreign key of descript.farmdir_descript
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descript.mount_tsrv_off
This table contains the list of reconstruction disk areas mounted on tape server nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

OffSrv_Id char(3)

OffSrvDir_Id integer
b no Reconstruction directory identifier

Mountpoint varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Primary key:
� TServer_Id

� OffSrv_Id

� OffSrvDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

OffSrv_Id

OffSrvDir_Id
descript.offsrvdir_descript

OffSrv_Id

OffSrvDir_Id

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
b foreign key of descript.offsrvdir_descript
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descript.mount_tsrv_dsrv
This table contains the list of recall disk areas mounted on tape server nodes.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

DServer_Id char(3)

DSrvDir_Id integer
b no Recall directory identifier

Mountpoint varchar(248) no Local path (No symbolic links allowed)

Primary key:
� TServer_Id

� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id
descript.dsrvdir_descript

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
b foreign key of descript.dsrvdir_descript
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Table Summary
Table name Description

descript.farmdir_descript This table contains the list of DAQ disk areas.

descript.offdir_descript

This table contains the list of reconstruction disk areas as seen on
the reconstruction nodes. The disk media are physically attached
to the reconstruction disk server nodes, so the disk areas are
mounted as network filesystems on the reconstruction nodes.

descript.offsrvdir_descript This table contains the list of reconstruction disk areas.

descript.dsrvdir_descript This table contains the list of recall disk areas.

descript.dsrvdir_grp_descr
This table contains the list of available groups of recall areas with
a short description.

descript.dsrvdir_groups
This table contains the associations between recall areas and the
related groups identifiers.

descript.mount_off_farm
This table contains the list of DAQ disk areas mounted on
reconstruction nodes.

descript.mount_off_dsrv
This table contains the list of recall disk areas mounted on
reconstruction nodes.

descript.mount_dsrv_farm
This table contains the list of DAQ disk areas mounted on recall
disk server nodes.

descript.mount_dsrv.off
This table contains the list of reconstruction disk areas mounted
on recall disk server nodes.

descript.mount_dsrv_dsrv
This table contains the list of recall disk areas mounted on each
recall disk server node. Both the remote and local disk areas are
present.

descript.mount_tsrv_farm
This table contains the list of DAQ disk areas mounted on tape
server nodes.

descript.mount_tsrv_off
This table contains the list of reconstruction disk areas mounted
on tape server nodes.

descript.mount_tsrv_dsrv
This table contains the list of recall disk areas mounted on tape
server nodes.
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Tape filespaces

Introduction

Grouping of data
KLOE is using tape libraries for the long time storage of its data. Multiple ADSM servers are
used for the low level control of that libraries.

ADSM supports the concept of filespaces to partition the data contained inside the tape
library; data written on different filespaces are stored on different tape cartidges. Since the
space available on a single cartidge is limited, partitioning different kinds of data on different
filespaces (and though different cartidges) can help store more correlated data on the same
cartidge.

Inside KLOE the principle of filespaces is used to group together files belonging to the same
data stream; raw, datarec and mc files are stored on different filespaces and also inside raw
and datarec files, different streams get stored on different filespaces. This storage policy was
chosen due to expected data access pattern; it is much more likely that a user requests a
bunch of files belonging to the same stream that files belonging to different streams.

Database structure
The data regarding the filespaces are stored in three tables, one per file type. Due to the fact
that raw and datarec files get stored in different filespaces depending on the stream they
belong, the stream identifier is part of the primary key in both tables.

The three tables contain however more than a filespace per file type/stream. Since different
tape servers are available, there is normally at least one filespace for every tape server.
Moreover, in order to simplify system management, several filespaces can be defined for
every tape server, but only one is supposed to be used by the archiving procedure.

To simplify the selection of which filespace to use, a view is created for each file type. In this
view, only the filespace that can be used for archiving are listed. At the time of writing, the
filespace having the highest identifier number is chosen.
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Base tables

descript.filespace_farm
This table contains the list of all the filespaces where raw files are stored.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

Stream_Id integerb no DAQ stream identifier

Filespace_Id integer no Filespace identifier

Active
integer

(as boolean) no If false, the archiving process should not try to
use it

Filespace varchar(248) no ADSM filespace name

Primary key:

� TServer_Id

� Stream_Id

� Filespace_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

Stream_Id descript.stream_descript Stream_Id

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
b foreign key of descript.stream_descript
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descript.filespace_offline
This table contains the list of all the filespaces where datarec files are stored.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

Stream_Id integerb no Reconstruction stream identifier

Filespace_Id integer no Filespace identifier

Active
integer

(as boolean) no If false, the archiving process should not try to
use it

Filespace varchar(248) no ADSM filespace name

Primary key:

� TServer_Id

� Stream_Id

� Filespace_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

Stream_Id descript.stream_offline Stream_Id

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
b foreign key of descript.stream_offline
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descript.filespace_mc
This table contains the list of all the filespaces where mc files are stored.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

Filespace_Id integer no Filespace identifier

Active
integer

(as boolean) no If false, the archiving process should not try to
use it

Filespace varchar(248) no ADSM filespace name

Primary key:
� TServer_Id

� Filespace_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
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Views

descript.fs_last_farm
This view contains the list of filespaces used by the archiving process to store raw files.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

Stream_Id integerb no DAQ stream identifier

Filespace_Id integer no Filespace identifier

Filespace varchar(248) no ADSM filespace name

Primary key:
� TServer_Id

� Stream_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

Stream_Id descript.stream_descript Stream_Id

Table used:
� descript.filespace_farm

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
b foreign key of descript.stream_descript
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descript.fs_last_offline
This view contains the list of filespaces used by the archiving process to store datarec files.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

Stream_Id integerb no Reconstruction stream identifier

Filespace_Id integer no Filespace identifier

Filespace varchar(248) no ADSM filespace name

Primary key:
� TServer_Id

� Stream_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

Stream_Id descript.stream_offline Stream_Id

Table used:
� descript.filespace_offline

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
b foreign key of descript.stream_offline
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descript.fs_last_mc
This view contains the list of filespaces used by the archiving process to store mc files.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

TServer_Id char(3)a no Tape server node identifier

Filespace_Id integer no Filespace identifier

Filespace varchar(248) no ADSM filespace name

Primary key:
� TServer_Id

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

TServer_Id descript.tserver_node TServer_Id

Table used:
� descript.filespace_mc

a foreign key of descript.tserver_node
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Summary of tables and views
Table/view name Description

descript.filespace_farm
This table contains the list of all the filespaces where raw files
are stored.

descript.filespace_offline
This table contains the list of all the filespaces where datarec
files are stored.

descript.filespace_mc
This table contains the list of all the filespaces where mc files
are stored.

descript.fs_last_farm
This view contains the list of filespaces currently used to store
raw files.

descript.fs_last_offline
This view contains the list of filespaces currently used to store
datarec files.

descript.fs_last_mc
This view contains the list of filespaces currently used to store
mc files.
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KLOE bookkeeping
The KLOE bookkeeping database contains a lot of different information; there are data about
DAQ runs, data about raw and datarec files, data about Monte Carlo data cards and data
about mcraw and mc files, just to mention the most important ones. Moreover, several copies
of a file can coexist at the same time in the KLOE computing environment and the
bookkeeping database must keep track of all of them. 

To efficiently manage all these different types of data and to minimize the redundancy of the
data, several tables are used to achieve the task. Moreover, to guarantee the consistency of
the inserted data, foreign keys are used whenever possible.

Since the number of involved tables is so large, to better describe them, this chapter is
divided in two sections. The first is dedicated to the content related tables while the second
treats position related ones. 

The principal difference between the two classes of tables regards what type of information
they treat. Content related tables contain information about runs, MC data cards and files; all
information that is supposed to be added sequentially and never deleted. Position related
tables contain instead information about the position of files on the disk areas; a kind of
information that changes continuously in time. Moreover, since only the current situation is
kept, entries can also be deleted from the tables when files get removed from disk.

Content related tables
The universe of tables described in this section is very heterogeneous. There is not a single
way to catalogue them, but three of them will maybe do.

The first classification is based on how the information are entered in the tables. Using this
method, two classes of tables can be found:

Class Description Related tables

Description

The tables present in this category are updated only
by the database manager.

The data contained in them get changed very rarely,
if ever.

descript.archived_status

descript.mccard_base

descript.mccard_card

descript.mccard_group

descript.mcstream_descript

descript.mcstream_group

descript.reconstruct_descript

descript.run_type_descript

descript.stream_descript

descript.stream_offline
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Class Description Related tables

Logger

The tables in this category are updated by the DAQ,
reconstruction and MC processes.

The data are updated relatively often and the most
used operation is the insertion of new entries.

logger.datarec_logger

logger.datarec_raws

logger.datarec_datarec

logger.datarec_base_raws

logger.mc_runs

logger.mc_logger

logger.mc_streams

logger.raw_logger

logger.run_logger

The second classification is based on the source of data the tables are treating. With this
method, three classes can be outlined:

Class Description Related tables

DAQ The tables present in this class are connected
to the data taken during the data acquisition.

logger.run_logger

logger.raw_logger

logger.datarec_logger

logger.datarec_raws

logger.datarec_datarec

logger.datarec_base_raws

descript.reconstruct_descript

descript.run_type_descript

descript.stream_descript

descript.stream_offline

MC
The tables present in this class are connected
to the data generated by the Monte Carlo
generators.

logger.mc_runs

logger.mc_logger

logger.mc_streams

descript.mccard_base

descript.mccard_card

descript.mccard_group

descript.mcstream_descript

descript.mcstream_group

Not
connected

The table present in this class is used in
relation with data coming both from DAQ
and MC.

descript.archived_status

The third and last classification is based on the type of files it treats. As explained in the
introduction, four types of files get produced; raw, datarec, mcraw and mc, but since the
mcraw files are just an intermediate step for the creation of mc files, the two will be put
together for what concerns this classification. However, the tables treated in this section do
not treat only files, so another two categories are added; run related tables and common file
tables.
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raw datarec mcraw & mc
logger.raw_logger logger.datarec_logger logger.mc_runs
descript.stream_descript logger.datarec_raws logger.mc_logger

logger.datarec_datarec logger.mc_streams
logger.datarec_base_raws descript.mccard_base
descript.stream_offline descript.mccard_card

descript.mccard_group
descript.mcstream_descript
descript.mcstream_group

run common

logger.run_logger descript.archived_status
descript.run_type_descript
descript.reconstruct_descr

This third classification is also the one used to group together the tables during this section;
with run related tables first, followed by the file related tables and the common file related
table put at the end.
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logger.run_logger
This table contains the list of all the runs taken during the life of the experiment.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Run_Type_Id integera no Run type

User_id integer no Not significant at the moment

Start_Time timestamp no

End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
End_Time can be used to check if a run is still
active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Total_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the run

Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch crossing)

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Luminosity real yes Not significant at the moment

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at start
of run

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

a foreign key of descript.run_type_descript
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated during
the run, estimated by the L3 filters and the
Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integera yes Vote given by a human operator

Comment varchar(40) yes Free text comment given by a human operator

Primary key:

� Run_Nr

Foreign keys:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

Run_Type_Id descript.run_type_descript Run_Type_Id

Reconstruct_Id descript.reconstruct_descr Reconstruct_Id

a foreign key of descript.reconstruct_descr
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descript.run_type_descript
This table contains all the available run types.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Type_Id integer no Run type identifier, used for foreign keys

Code varchar(8) no Run type code, used for human readable
interaction

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

Description varchar(48) no Free text description

Primary key:
� Run_Type_Id

Unique constraint:
� Code

descript.reconstruct_descr
This table contains all the possible votes a human operator can assign to a run.

Fields description:

Field name Field type Can be
NULL?

Description

Reconstruct_Id integer no Identifier, used for foreign keys

Description varchar(32) no Free text description

Primary key:
� Reconstruct_Id
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logger.raw_logger
This table contains the list of all the raw files produced during the data taking.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integera no Run number

Farm_Id char(3) no Acquisition machine identifier

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr
integer no Builder identifier

Stream_Id integerb no Stream identifier

Recorder_Nr integer no Recorder number

Gb_Nr integer no Sequential number

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

First

Last
integer

(as boolean) no Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the recorder.

Size integer yes File size

Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the file

Archived integerc no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_Id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
d yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes The highest version of datarec used to reconstruct
this file (NULL if never reconstructed)

a foreign key of logger.run_logger
b foreign key of descript.stream_descript
c foreign key of descript.archived_status
d foreign key of descript.filespace_farm (together with Stream_Id)
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Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� Farm_Id

� Receiver_Nr

� Builder_Nr

� Stream_Id

� Recorder_Nr

� Gb_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Filename

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

Run_Nr logger.run_logger Run_Nr

Stream_Id descript.stream_descript Stream_Id

Archived descript.archived_status Status

TServer_Id

Stream_Id

Filespace_Id

descript.filespace_farm

TServer_Id

Stream_Id

Filespace_Id
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descript.stream_descript
This table contains the list of all the possible sources of raw files. Moreover, since not all the
sources contain equally important data, there are also some flags that classify each source.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Stream_Id integer no Stream identifier, used for foreign keys

Code varchar(8) no Stream code, used for human readable interaction

Analyze
integer

(as boolean) no If false, it will not be reconstructed.

All_Data
integer

(as boolean) no
If false, it could have been produced using only a
subset of the available events (i.e. by a spy
process).

Description varchar(32) no Free text description

Primary key:

� Stream_Id

Unique constraint:

� Code
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logger.datarec_logger
This table contains the list of all the datarec files produced during the reconstruction process.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integera no Run number

Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

Datarec_Nr integer no Process identifier

Stream_Id integerb no Stream identifier

Gb_Nr integer no Sequential number

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

First

Last
integer

(as boolean) no Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the process.

Size integer yes File size

Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the file

Archived integerc no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_Id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
d yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.

a foreign key of logger.run_logger
b foreign key of descript.stream_offline
c foreign key of descript.archived_status
d foreign key of descript.filespace_offline (together with Stream_Id)
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Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� Version

� Offline_Id

� Datarec_Nr

� Stream_Id

� Gb_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Filename

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

Run_Nr logger.run_logger Run_Nr

Stream_Id descript.stream_offline Stream_Id

Archived descript.archived_status Status

TServer_Id

Stream_Id

Filespace_Id

descript.filespace_offline

TServer_Id

Stream_Id

Filespace_Id

descript.stream_offline
This table contains the list of all the possible datarec streams.

Fields description:

Field name Field type Can be
NULL?

Description

Stream_Id integer no Stream identifier, used for foreign keys

Code varchar(8) no Stream code, used for human readable interaction

Description varchar(32) no Free text description

Primary key:

� Stream_Id

Unique constraint:

� Code
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logger.datarec_raws
This table contains the relations between raw and datarec files of the datarec files that were
reconstructed starting from raw files.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Datarec_Version integer

Datarec_Offline_Id char(3)

Datarec_Nr integer

Datarec_Stream_Id integer

Datarec_Gb_Nr integer

a

no Version of the reconstruction executable

no Reconstruction machine identifier

no Reconstruction process identifier

no Datarec stream identifier

no Datarec file sequential number

Raw_Farm_Id char(3)

Raw_Receiver_Nr

Raw_Builder_Nr
integer

Raw_Stream_Id integer

Raw_Recorder_Nr integer

Raw_Gb_Nr integer

b

no Acquisition machine identifier

no Builder identifier

no Raw stream identifier

no Recorder number

no Raw file sequential number

Primary key:

All

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

Run_Nr

Datarec_Version

Datarec_Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Datarec_Stream_Id

Datarec_Gb_Nr

logger.datarec_logger

Run_Nr

Version

Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Stream_Id

Gb_Nr

a foreign key of logger.datarec_logger (together with Run_Nr)
b foreign key of logger.raw_logger (together with Run_Nr)
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Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

Run_Nr

Raw_Farm_Id

Raw_Receiver_Nr

Raw_Builder_Nr

Raw_Stream_Id

Raw_Recorder_Nr

Raw_Gb_Nr

logger.raw_logger

Run_Nr

Farm_Id

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr

Stream_Id

Recorder_Nr

Gb_Nr

logger.datarec_datarec
This table contains the relations between datarec files of the datarec files that were
reconstructed starting from other datarec files.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Datarec_Version integer

Datarec_Offline_Id char(3)

Datarec_Nr integer

Datarec_Stream_Id integer

Datarec_Gb_Nr integer

a

no Version of the reconstruction executable that
created the output file

no Reconstruction machine identifier that created the
output file

no Reconstruction process identifier that created the
output file

no Output datarec file stream identifier

no Output datarec file sequential number

In_Dtr_Version integer

In_Dtr_Offline_Id char(3)

In_Dtr_Datarec_Nr integer

In_Dtr_Stream_Id integer

In_Dtr_Gb_Nr integer

b

no Version of the reconstruction executable that
created the input file

no Reconstruction machine identifier that created the
input file

no Reconstruction process identifier that created the
input file

no Input datarec file stream identifier

no Input datarec file sequential number

Primary key:
All

a foreign key of logger.datarec_logger (together with Run_Nr)
b foreign key of logger.datarec_logger (together with Run_Nr)
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Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

Run_Nr

Datarec_Version

Datarec_Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Datarec_Stream_Id

Datarec_Gb_Nr

logger.datarec_logger

Run_Nr

Version

Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Stream_Id

Gb_Nr

Run_Nr

In_Dtr_Version

In_Dtr_Offline_Id

In_Dtr_Datarec_Nr

In_Dtr_Stream_Id

In_Dtr_Gb_Nr

logger.datarec_logger

Run_Nr

Version

Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Stream_Id

Gb_Nr

logger.datarec_base_raws
This table contains the relations between datarec files and the base raw files they were
produced from. If a datarec file was produced from other datarec files, the base raw files are
found following the path down to the leaves.
This table is automatically maintained by a set of triggers. Nobody (neither the database
administrators) should change anything inside it.

Fields description:

Field name Field type Can be
NULL?

Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Datarec_Version integer

Datarec_Offline_Id char(3)

Datarec_Nr integer

Datarec_Stream_Id integer

Datarec_Gb_Nr integer

a

no Version of the reconstruction executable

no Reconstruction machine identifier

no Reconstruction process identifier

no Datarec stream identifier

no Datarec file sequential number

Raw_Farm_Id char(3)

Raw_Receiver_Nr

Raw_Builder_Nr
integer

Raw_Stream_Id integer

Raw_Recorder_Nr integer

Raw_Gb_Nr integer

b

no Acquisition machine identifier

no Builder identifier

no Raw stream identifier

no Recorder number

no Raw file sequential number

a foreign key of logger.datarec_logger (together with Run_Nr)
b foreign key of logger.raw_logger (together with Run_Nr)
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Primary key:
All

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

Run_Nr

Datarec_Version

Datarec_Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Datarec_Stream_Id

Datarec_Gb_Nr

logger.datarec_logger

Run_Nr

Version

Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Stream_Id

Gb_Nr

Run_Nr

Raw_Farm_Id

Raw_Receiver_Nr

Raw_Builder_Nr

Raw_Stream_Id

Raw_Recorder_Nr

Raw_Gb_Nr

logger.raw_logger

Run_Nr

Farm_Id

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr

Stream_Id

Recorder_Nr

Gb_Nr
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logger.mc_runs
This table contains information about the way mcraw files are produced by the Monte Carlo
generators. 

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integera no MC card identifier

MCRun_Nr integer no Run number relative to the MC card

Seed_Stream integer no Identifier of the seed stream relative to the MC
card

End_Seed1

End_Seed2
integer
(32 bit) yesb Seed to be used by the next generation on the

same seed stream

Start_Time timestamp no Generation start time

End_Time timestamp yes
Generation end time
Can be used to find out if generation is still in
progress (NULL value)

MC_Version integer no Version of the Monte Carlo generator executable

Offline_Id char(3) no Generator machine identifier

Total_Events integer yes Numer of events produced

Nr_Trigs integer no Number of triggers to generated by Monte Carlo

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

MCCard_Id descript.mccard_base MCCard_Id

a foreign key of descript.mccard_base
b can be NULL only if generation is still in progress
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logger.mc_streams
This table contains the number of events produced for every physics stream of each mcraw
file.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCRun_Nr integer
a no

MC card identifier

Run number relative to the MC card

MCStream_Id integerb no Physics stream identifier

Total_Events integer no Number of events

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

� MCStream_Id

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

MCCard_Id

MCRun_Nr
logger.mc_runs

MCCard_Id

MCRun_Nr

MCStream_Id descript.mcstream_descript MCStream_Id

a foreign key of logger.mc_runs
b foreign key of descript.mcstream_descript
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logger.mc_logger
This table contains the list of all the mc files produced.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCRun_Nr integer
a no

MC card identifier

Run number relative to the MC card

Datarec_Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

Size integer yes File size

Archived integerb no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_Id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
c yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Filename

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

MCCard_Id

MCRun_Nr
logger.mc_runs

MCCard_Id

MCRun_Nr

Archived descript.archived_status Status

TServer_Id

Filespace_Id
descript.filespace_mc

TServer_Id

Filespace_Id

a foreign key of logger.mc_runs
b foreign key of descript.archived_status
c foreign key of descript.filespace_mc 
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descript.mccard_base
This table contains the descriptions of the MC data cards used for the production of mcraw
files. Each entry contains the identifier and the text description of a MC data card.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer no MC card identifier, used for foreign keys

Description varchar(60) no MC card description, used for human readable
interaction

MCCard_Group integera no MC group identifier

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

Unique constraint:
� Description

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

MCCard_Group descript.mccard_group MCCard_Group

descript.mccard_group
This table contains the list of MC data card categories by which the data cards are grouped.

Fields description:

Field name Field type Can be
NULL?

Description

MCCard_Group integer no MC group identifier, used for foreign keys

Description varchar(60) no MC group description, used for human readable
interaction

Primary key:
� MCCard_Group

Unique constraint:
� Description

a foreign key of descript.mccard_group
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descript.mccard_card
This table contains the data of the MC data cards used for the production of mcraw files. All
the history of MC data cards is present in this table.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integera no MC card identifier

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time of this instance of the card

Comment varchar(62) yes Human readable comment about this instance of
the card

Nr_Trigs integer no Number of triggers to generate at each run

Card varchar(40k) no The data card

Primary key:

� MCCard_Id

� Creation_Time

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

MCCard_Id descript.mccard_base MCCard_Id

a foreign key of descript.mccard_base
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descript.mcstream_descript
This table contains the list of all the physics streams that can be produced by the MC
generators.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCStream_Id integer no Physics stream identifier, used for foreign keys

Code varchar(15) no Physics stream code, used for human readable
interaction

Description varchar(60) no Free text description

MCStream_Group integera no Physics stream group identifier

Primary key:
� MCStream_Id

Unique constraint:

� Code

Foreign key:

Local field Foreign table Foreign field

MCStream_Group descript.mcstream_group MCStream_Group

descript.mcstream_group
This table contains the list of physics groups by which the MC physics streams are grouped.

Fields description:

Field name Field type Can be
NULL?

Description

MCStream_Group integer no Physics group identifier, used for foreign keys

Code varchar(15) no Physics group code, used for human readable
interaction

Description varchar(60) no Free text description

Primary key:
� MCStream_Group

Unique constraint:
� Code

a foreign key of descript.mcstream_group
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descript.archived_status
This table contains a text description of the archiving states.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Status integer no Status identifier, used for foreign keys

Description varchar(32) no Free text description

Primary key:
� Status
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Position related tables
The tables described in this section treats data about the position of files on the disk areas.
Since there are four different kinds of files; raw, datarec, mcraw and mc, and 2 different
types of disks; local and recall disks, a two dimensional classification of the available table
comes natural:

raw datarec mcraw mc

local disk pool status.raw_online status.datarec_offline status.mc_temp status.mc_offline

recall disk pool status.raw_recalled status.datarec_recalled status.mc_recalled

However, since this is also a 2D paper, a linear classification is needed in order to make a
total order of the tables. The classification of choice is the one based on the kind of files.
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status.raw_online
This table contains the list of raw files that are currently residing on the DAQ online disk
pool.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Run_Nr integer

Farm_Id char(3)

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr
integer

Stream_Id integer

Recorder_Nr integer

Gb_Nr integer

a no

Run number

Acquisition machine identifier

Builder number

Stream identifier

Recorder number

Sequential number

FarmDir_id integerb no Disk pool area identifier

Nr_Act_Acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Primary key:
� Run_Nr
� Farm_Id
� Receiver_nr
� Builder_Nr
� Stream_Id
� Recorder_Nr

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

Run_Nr

Farm_Id

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr

Stream_Id

Recorder_Nr

Gb_Nr

logger.raw_logger

Run_Nr

Farm_Id

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr

Stream_Id

Recorder_Nr

Gb_Nr

Farm_Id

FarmDir_Id
descript.farmdir_descript

Farm_Id

FarmDir_Id

a foreign key of logger.raw_logger
b foreign key of descript.farmdir_descript (together with farm_id)
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status.raw_recalled
This table contains the list of raw files that are currently residing on the recall disk areas.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Run_Nr integer

Farm_Id char(3)

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr
integer

Stream_Id integer

Recorder_Nr integer

Gb_Nr integer

a no

Run number

Acquisition machine identifier

Builder number

Stream identifier

Recorder number

Sequential number

DServer_Id char(3)

DSrvDir_Id integer
b no Disk pool area identifier

Nr_Act_acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Recalled_Time timestamp yes Last access time
If NULL, the file is not yet available on disk

Primary key:
� Run_Nr
� Farm_Id
� Receiver_Nr
� Builder_Nr
� Stream_Id
� Recorder_Nr
� Gb_Nr
� DServer_Id
� DSrvDir_Id

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

Run_Nr

Farm_Id

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr

Stream_Id

Recorder_Nr

Gb_Nr

logger.raw_logger

Run_Nr

Farm_Id

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr

Stream_Id

Recorder_Nr

Gb_Nr

a foreign key of logger.raw_logger
b foreign key of descript.dsrvdir_descript
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Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id
descript.dsrvdir_descript

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id

status.datarec_offline
This table contains the list of datarec files that are currently residing on the offline disk pool.

Fields description:

Field name Field type Can be
NULL?

Description

Run_Nr integer

Version integer

Offline_Id char(3)

Datarec_Nr integer

Stream_Id integer

Gb_Nr integer

a no

Run number

Version of the reconstruction executable

Reconstruction machine identifier

Process identifier

Stream identifier

Sequential number

OffDir_id integerb no Disk pool area identifier

Nr_Act_Acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Primary key:
� Run_Nr
� Version
� Offline_Id
� Datarec_Nr
� Stream_Id
� Gb_Nr

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

Run_Nr

Version

Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Stream_Id

Gb_Nr

logger.datarec_logger

Run_Nr

Version

Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Stream_Id

Gb_Nr

Offline_Id

OffDir_Id
descript.offdir_descript

Offline_Id

OffDir_Id

a foreign key of logger.datarec_logger
b foreign key of descript.offdir_descript (together with offline_id)
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status.datarec_recalled
This table contains the list of datarec files that are currently residing on the recall disk areas.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Run_Nr integer

Version integer

Offline_Id char(3)

Datarec_Nr integer

Stream_id integer

Gb_Nr integer

a no

Run number

Version of the reconstruction executable

Reconstruction machine identifier

Process identifier

Stream identifier

Sequential number

DServer_Id char(3)

DSrvDir_Id integer
b no Disk pool area identifier

Nr_Act_acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Recalled_Time timestamp yes Last access time
If NULL, the file is not yet available on disk

Primary key:
� Run_Nr
� Version
� Offline_Id
� Datarec_Nr
� Stream_Id
� Gb_Nr
� DServer_Id
� DSrvDir_Id

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

Run_Nr

Version

Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Stream_Id

Gb_Nr

logger.datarec_logger

Run_Nr

Version

Offline_Id

Datarec_Nr

Stream_Id

Gb_Nr

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id
descript.dsrvdir_descript

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id

a foreign key of logger.datarec_logger
b foreign key of descript.dsrvdir_descript
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status.mc_temp
This table contains the list of mcraw files and their position on local disks.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCRun_Nr integer

Offline_Id char(3)a

b no

MC card identifier

Run number relative to the MC card

Generator machine identifier

Filepath varchar(240) no File path (directory + file name)

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Offline_Id

� Filepath

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

MCCard_Id

MCRun_Nr

Offline_id

logger.mc_runs

MCCard_Id

MCRun_Nr

Offline_Id

Offline_Id descript.mc_node Offline_Id

a foreign key of descript.mc_node
b foreign key of logger.mc_runs
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status.mc_offline
This table contains the list of mc files that are currently residing on the offline disk pool.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_id integer

MCRun_Nr integer

Offline_Id char(3)

a no

MC card identifier

Run number relative to the MC card

Reconstruction machine identifier

OffDir_id integerb no Disk pool area identifier

Nr_Act_Acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Primary key:

� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

MCCard_Id

MCRun_Id

Offline_id

logger.mc_logger

MCCard_Id

MCRun_Id

Offline_id

Offline_Id

OffDir_Id
descript.offdir_descript

Offline_Id

OffDir_Id

a foreign key of logger.mc_logger
b foreign key of descript.offdir_descript (together with offline_id)
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status.mc_recalled
This table contains the list of mc files that are currently residing on the recall disk areas.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCRun_Nr integer
a no

MC card identifier

Run number relative to the MC card

DServer_Id char(3)

DSrvDir_Id integer
b no Disk pool area identifier

Nr_Act_acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Recalled_Time timestamp yes Last access time
If NULL, the file is not yet available on disk

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Foreign keys:

Local field(s) Foreign table Foreign field(s)

MCCard_Id

MCRun_Nr
logger.mc_logger

MCCard_Id

MCRun_Nr

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id
descript.dsrvdir_descript

DServer_Id

DSrvDir_Id

a foreign key of logger.mc_logger
b foreign key of descript.dsrvdir_descript
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Summary of tables
Table Name Description

descript.archived_status This table contains a text description of the archiving states.

descript.mccard_base

This table contains the descriptions of the MC data cards used for the
production of mcraw files. Each entry contains the identifier and the
text description of a MC data card.

descript.mccard_card

This table contains the data of the MC data cards used for the
production of mcraw files. All the history of MC data cards is
present in this table.

descript.mccard_group
This table contains the list of MC data card categories by which the
data cards are grouped.

descript.mcstream_descript
This table contains the list of all the physics streams that can be
produced by the MC generators.

descript.mcstream_group
This table contains the list of physics groups by which the MC
physics streams are grouped.

descript.reconstruct_descript
This table contains all the possible votes a human operator can assign
to a run.

descript.run_type_descript This table contains all the available run types.

descript.stream_descript

This table contains the list of all the possible sources of raw files.
Moreover, since not all the sources contain equally important data,
there are also some flags that classify each source.

descript.stream_offline This table contains the list of all the possible datarec streams.

logger.datarec_logger
This table contains the list of all the datarec files produced during the
reconstruction process.

logger.datarec_raws
This table contains the relations between raw and datarec files of the
datarec files that were reconstructed starting from raw files.

logger.datarec_datarec
This table contains the relations between datarec files of the datarec
files that were reconstructed starting from other datarec files.

logger.datarec_base_raws

This table contains the relations between datarec files and the base raw files
they were produced from. If a datarec file was produced from other datarec
files, the base raw files are found following the path down to the leaves.

logger.mc_runs
This table contains information about the way mcraw files are
produced by the Monte Carlo generators.

logger.mc_logger This table contains the list of all the mc files produced.

logger.mc_streams
This table contains the number of events produced for every physics
stream of each mcraw file.

logger.raw_logger
This table contains the list of all the raw files produced during the
data taking.
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Table Name Description

logger.run_logger
This table contains the list of all the runs taken during the life of the
experiment.

status.datarec_offline
This table contains the list of datarec files that are currently residing
on the offline disk pool.

status.datarec_recalled
This table contains the list of datarec files that are currently residing
on the recall disk areas.

status.mc_temp
This table contains the list of mcraw files and their position on local
disks.

status.mc_offline
This table contains the list of mc files that are currently residing on
the offline disk pool.

status.mc_recalled
This table contains the list of mc files that are currently residing on
the recall disk areas.

status.raw_online
This table contains the list of raw files that are currently residing on
the DAQ online disk pool.

status.raw_recalled
This table contains the list of raw files that are currently residing on
the recall disk areas.
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Foreign keys overview
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logger.datarec_datarec

logger.datarec_raws

descript.mcstream_groupdescript.mccard_group

status.datarec_recalled

status.datarec_offline

logger.mc_logger

logger.mc_streams

logger.raw_logger

logger.datarec_logger

logger.run_logger

descript.stream_descript

descript.filespace_farm

descript.stream_offline

descript.filespace_offline

descript.offdir_descript

descript.dsrvdir_descript

status.raw_recalled

status.raw_online

descript.farmdir_descript

status.mc_recalled

status.mc_offline

descript.filespace_offline status.mc_temp descript.mc_node

descript.mcstream_descript

descript.run_type_descript descript.reconstruct_descr

descript.archived_status

logger.mc_runs

descript.mccard_base

descript.mccard_card

logger.datarec_base_raws



Content related views
The views described in this section can be divided in two classes, based on the source of data
the tables are treating:

Class Description Related views

DAQ The views present in this class are connected to the
data taken during the data acquisition.

logger.run_data

logger.raw_data

logger.datarec_data

logger.dtr_raws_data

logger.dtr_dtr_data

logger.dtr_base_raws_data

MC The views present in this class are connected to the
data generated by the Monte Carlo generators.

descript.mccard_descript

logger.mc_runs_data

logger.mc_runstreams_data

logger.mc_data

logger.mc_streams_data

Another classification can be made based on the type of files the view is managing; raw
datarec, mcraw or mc, plus two additional classes of views that treat DAQ runs and Monte
Carlo data cards:

run raw datarec
logger.run_data logger.raw_data logger.datarec_data

logger.dtr_raws_data
logger.dtr_dtr_data
logger.dtr_base_raws_data

MC data card mcraw mc
descript.mccard_descript logger.mc_runs_data logger.mc_data

logger.mc_runstreams_data logger.mc_streams_data

The second classification can actually be included in the first one, so in this section the views
are ordered following both classifications at the same time.
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logger.run_data
This view contains the list of runs taken during the life of the experiment.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Run_Type_Id integer

Run_Type_Code varchar(8)
no Run type identifier; numeric and human readable

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

User_id integer no Not significant at the moment

Start_Time timestamp no

End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
End_Time can be used to check if a run is still
active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Total_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the run

Torta_Name varchar(16) yes Name of the TORTA configuration used during
the run

Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch crossing)

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Luminosity real yes Not significant at the moment

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at start
of run

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated during
the run, estimated by the L3 filters and the
Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integer yes Vote given by a human operator

Comment varchar(40) yes Comment given by a human operator

Primary key:
� Run_Nr

Tables used:
� logger.run_logger

� descript.run_type_descript

� kloemaps.torta_mapa

a crossref.torta_run also used to speed-up the join
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logger.raw_data
This view contains the list of all the raw files produced during the data taking. It contains
both the data about the files themselves and the data about the runs they belong to.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Farm_Id char(3) no Acquisition machine identifier

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr
integer no Builder identifier

Stream_Id integer

Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Stream identifier; numeric and human readable

Stream_Analyze
integer

(as boolean) no If false, the file will not be reconstructed.

Stream_AllData
integer

(as boolean) no
If false, the file could have been produced using
only a subset of the available events (i.e. by a spy
process).

Recorder_Nr integer no Recorder number

Gb_Nr integer no Sequential number

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Run_Type_Id integer

Run_Type_Code varchar(8)
no Run type identifier; numeric and human readable

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

Run_Start_Time timestamp no

Run_End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
Run_End_Time can be used to check if a run is
still active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

Run_On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Run_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the run

Torta_Name varchar(16) yes Name of the TORTA configuration used during
the run

Run_Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch crossing)

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at start
of run

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated during
the run, estimated by the L3 filters and the
Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integer yes Vote given by a human operator

Run_Comment varchar(40) yes Comment given by a human operator

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

First

Last
integer

(as boolean) no Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the recorder.

Size integer yes File size

Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the file

Archived integer no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes The highest version of datarec used to reconstruct
this file (NULL if never reconstructed)
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Nr_recalled integer no Number of copies on user recall areas

Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� Farm_Id

� Receiver_Nr

� Builder_Nr

� Stream_Id

� Recorder_Nr

� Gb_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Filename

Tables and views used:
� logger.raw_logger

� logger.run_data

� logger.run_logger

� descript.run_type_descript

� kloemaps.torta_map

� descript.stream_descript
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logger.datarec_data
This view contains the list of all the datarec files produced during the reconstruction process.
It contains both the data about the files themselves and the data about the runs they belong to.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

Datarec_Nr integer no Process identifier

Stream_Id integer

Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Stream identifier; numeric and human readable

Gb_Nr integer no Sequential number

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Run_Type_Id integer

Run_Type_Code varchar(8)
no Run type identifier; numeric and human readable

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

Run_Start_Time timestamp no

Run_End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
Run_End_Time can be used to check if a run is
still active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

Run_On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Run_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the run

Torta_Name varchar(16) yes Name of the TORTA configuration used during
the run

Run_Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch crossing)

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at start
of run

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated during
the run, estimated by the L3 filters and the
Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integer yes Vote given by a human operator

Run_Comment varchar(40) yes Comment given by a human operator

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

First

Last
integer

(as boolean) no Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the process.

Size integer yes File size

Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the file

Archived integer no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.

Nr_recalled integer no Number of copies on user recall areas
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Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� Version

� Offline_Id

� Datarec_Nr

� Stream_Id

� Gb_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Filename

Tables and views used:
� logger.datarec_logger

� logger.run_data

� logger.run_logger

� descript.run_type_descript

� kloemaps.torta_map

� descript.stream_offline
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logger.dtr_raws_data
This view contains the relations between raw and datarec files of the datarec files that were
reconstructed starting from raw files. It contains information about the resulting datarec files,
information about the source raw files and information about the runs they belong to.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Run_Type_Id integer

Run_Type_Code varchar(8)
no Run type identifier; numeric and human

readable

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

Run_Start_Time timestamp no

Run_End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
Run_End_Time can be used to check if a run is
still active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

Run_On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Run_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the
run

Torta_Name varchar(16) yes Name of the TORTA configuration used
during the run

Run_Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch
crossing) 

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at
start of run

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated
during the run, estimated by the L3 filters and
the Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integer yes Vote given by a human operator

Run_Comment varchar(40) yes Comment given by a human operator

DTR_Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

DTR_Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

DTR_Datarec_Nr integer no Reconstruction process identifier

DTR_Stream_Id integer

DTR_Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Datarec file stream identifier; numeric and

human readable

DTR_Gb_Nr integer no Datarec file sequential number

DTR_Filename varchar(64) no Datarec file name

DTR_Creation_Time timestamp no Datarec file creation time

DTR_Closure_Time timestamp yes
Datarec file closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

DTR_First

DTR_Last
integer

(as boolean) no
Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the reconstruction
process.

DTR_Size integer yes Datarec file size

DTR_Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the datarec file

DTR_Archived integer no Is the datarec file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

DTR_TServer_id char(3)

DTR_Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the datarec file is archived.

DTR_Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.

Raw_Farm_Id char(3) no Acquisition machine identifier

Raw_Receiver_Nr

Raw_Builder_Nr
integer no Builder identifier
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Raw_Stream_Id integer

Raw_Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Raw stream identifier; numeric and human

readable

Raw_Stream_Analyze
integer

(as boolean) no If false, the raw file should not have been
reconstructed.

Raw_Stream_AllData
integer

(as boolean) no
If false, the raw file could have been produced
using only a subset of the available events (i.e.
by a spy process).

Raw_Recorder_Nr integer no Recorder number

Raw_Gb_Nr integer no Raw file sequential number

Raw_Filename varchar(64) no Raw file name

Raw_Creation_Time timestamp no Raw file creation time

Raw_Closure_Time timestamp yes
Raw file closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

Raw_First

Raw_Last
integer

(as boolean) no Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the recorder.

Raw_Size integer yes Raw file size

Raw_Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the raw file

Raw_Archived integer no Is the raw file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

Raw_TServer_id char(3)

Raw_Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the raw file is archived.

Raw_Analyzed integer yes
The highest version of datarec used to
reconstruct the raw file (can be NULL if the
raw file was never fully reconstructed)
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Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� DTR_Version

� DTR_Offline_Id

� DTR_Stream_Id

� DTR_Datarec_Nr

� DTR_Gb_Nr

� Raw_Farm_Id

� Raw_Receiver_Nr

� Raw_Builder_Nr

� Raw_Stream_Id

� Raw_Recorder_Nr

� Raw_Gb_Nr

Unique constraint:
� DTR_Filename

� Raw_Filename

Tables and views used:
� logger.datarec_raws

� logger.datarec_logger

� logger.raw_logger

� logger.run_data

� logger.run_logger

� descript.run_type_descript

� kloemaps.torta_map

� descript.stream_descript

� descript.stream_offline
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logger.dtr_dtr_data
This view contains the relations between datarec files of the datarec files that were
reconstructed starting from other datarec files. It contains information about both the source
and the resulting datarec files and information about the runs they belong to.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Run_Type_Id integer

Run_Type_Code varchar(8)
no Run type identifier; numeric and human readable

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

Run_Start_Time timestamp no

Run_End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
Run_End_Time can be used to check if a run is
still active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

Run_On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Run_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the
run

Torta_Name varchar(16) yes Name of the TORTA configuration used during
the run

Run_Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch
crossing) 

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at start
of run

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated
during the run, estimated by the L3 filters and
the Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integer yes Vote given by a human operator

Run_Comment varchar(40) yes Comment given by a human operator

DTR_Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable that
created the output file

DTR_Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier that created
the output file

DTR_Datarec_Nr integer no Reconstruction process identifier that created the
output file

DTR_Stream_Id integer

DTR_Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Output datarec file stream identifier; numeric

and human readable

DTR_Gb_Nr integer no Output datarec file sequential number

DTR_Filename varchar(64) no Output datarec file name

DTR_Creation_Time timestamp no Output datarec file creation time

DTR_Closure_Time timestamp yes
Output datarec file closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

DTR_First

DTR_Last
integer

(as boolean) no
Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the reconstruction process
that created the output file.

DTR_Size integer yes Output datarec file size

DTR_Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the output datarec file

DTR_Archived integer no Is the output datarec file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

DTR_TServer_id char(3)

DTR_Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the output datarec file is

archived.

DTR_Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

InD_Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable that
created the input file

InD_Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier that created
the input file

InD_Datarec_Nr integer no Reconstruction process identifier that created the
input file

InD_Stream_Id integer

InD_Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Input datarec file stream identifier; numeric and

human readable

InD_Gb_Nr integer no Input datarec file sequential number

InD_Filename varchar(64) no Input datarec file name

InD_Creation_Time timestamp no Input datarec file creation time

InD_Closure_Time timestamp yes
Input datarec file closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

InD_First

InD_Last
integer

(as boolean) no
Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the reconstruction process
that created the input file.

InD_Size integer yes Input datarec file size

InD_Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the input datarec file

InD_Archived integer no Is the input datarec file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

InD_TServer_id char(3)

InD_Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the input datarec file is

archived.

InD_Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.
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Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� DTR_Version

� DTR_Offline_Id

� DTR_Stream_Id

� DTR_Datarec_Nr

� DTR_Gb_Nr

� InD_Version

� InD_Offline_Id

� InD_Stream_Id

� InD_Datarec_Nr

� InD_Gb_Nr

Unique constraint:
� DTR_Filename

� InD_Filename

Tables and views used:
� logger.datarec_datarec

� logger.datarec_logger

� logger.run_data

� logger.run_logger

� descript.run_type_descript

� kloemaps.torta_map

� descript.stream_offline
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logger.dtr_base_raws_data
This view contains the relations between datarec files and the base raw files they were
produced from; if a datarec file was produced from other datarec files, the base raw files are
found following the path down to the leaves. It also contains information about the resulting
datarec files, information about the base raw files and information about the runs they belong
to.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Run_Type_Id integer

Run_Type_Code varchar(8)
no Run type identifier; numeric and human

readable

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

Run_Start_Time timestamp no

Run_End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
Run_End_Time can be used to check if a run is
still active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

Run_On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Run_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the
run

Torta_Name varchar(16) yes Name of the TORTA configuration used
during the run

Run_Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch
crossing) 

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at
start of run
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated
during the run, estimated by the L3 filters and
the Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integer yes Vote given by a human operator

Run_Comment varchar(40) yes Comment given by a human operator

DTR_Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

DTR_Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

DTR_Datarec_Nr integer no Reconstruction process identifier

DTR_Stream_Id integer

DTR_Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Datarec file stream identifier; numeric and

human readable

DTR_Gb_Nr integer no Datarec file sequential number

DTR_Filename varchar(64) no Datarec file name

DTR_Creation_Time timestamp no Datarec file creation time

DTR_Closure_Time timestamp yes
Datarec file closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

DTR_First

DTR_Last
integer

(as boolean) no
Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the reconstruction
process.

DTR_Size integer yes Datarec file size

DTR_Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the datarec file

DTR_Archived integer no Is the datarec file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

DTR_TServer_id char(3)

DTR_Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the datarec file is archived.

DTR_Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.

Raw_Farm_Id char(3) no Acquisition machine identifier
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Raw_Receiver_Nr

Raw_Builder_Nr
integer no Builder identifier

Raw_Stream_Id integer

Raw_Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Raw stream identifier; numeric and human

readable

Raw_Stream_Analyze
integer

(as boolean) no If false, the raw file should not have been
reconstructed.

Raw_Stream_AllData
integer

(as boolean) no
If false, the raw file could have been produced
using only a subset of the available events (i.e.
by a spy process).

Raw_Recorder_Nr integer no Recorder number

Raw_Gb_Nr integer no Raw file sequential number

Raw_Filename varchar(64) no Raw file name

Raw_Creation_Time timestamp no Raw file creation time

Raw_Closure_Time timestamp yes
Raw file closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

Raw_First

Raw_Last
integer

(as boolean) no Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the recorder.

Raw_Size integer yes Raw file size

Raw_Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the raw file

Raw_Archived integer no Is the raw file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

Raw_TServer_id char(3)

Raw_Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the raw file is archived.

Raw_Analyzed integer yes
The highest version of datarec used to
reconstruct the raw file (can be NULL if the
raw file was never fully reconstructed)
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Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� DTR_Version

� DTR_Offline_Id

� DTR_Stream_Id

� DTR_Datarec_Nr

� DTR_Gb_Nr

� Raw_Farm_Id

� Raw_Receiver_Nr

� Raw_Builder_Nr

� Raw_Stream_Id

� Raw_Recorder_Nr

� Raw_Gb_Nr

Unique constraint:
� DTR_Filename

� Raw_Filename

Tables and views used:
� logger.datarec_base_raws

� logger.datarec_logger

� logger.raw_logger

� logger.run_data

� logger.run_logger

� descript.run_type_descript

� kloemaps.torta_map

� descript.stream_descript

� descript.stream_offline
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logger.mc_runs_data
This view contains information about the way mcraw files are produced by the Monte Carlo
generators. 

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCCard_Code varchar(16)
no Run card identifier; numeric and human readable

MCCard_Grp_Id integer

MCCard_Grp_Code varchar(60)
no Run card group identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCRun_Nr integer no Run number relative to the MC card

Seed_Stream integer no Identifier of the seed stream relative to the MC
card

End_Seed1

End_Seed2
integer
(32 bit) yesa Seed to be used by the next generation on the

same seed stream

Start_Time timestamp no Generation start time

End_Time timestamp yes
Generation end time
Can be used to find out if generation is still in
progress (NULL value)

MC_Version integer no Version of the Monte Carlo generator executable

Offline_Id char(3) no Generator machine identifier

Total_Events integer yes Number of events produced

Nr_Trigs integer no Number of triggers issued by the MC generator

Primary key:

� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

Tables used:

� logger.mc_runs

� descript.mccard_base

� descript.mccard_group

a can be NULL only if generation is still in progress
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logger.mc_runstreams_data
This view contains the number of events produced for every physics stream for every mcraw
file and also the information regarding the way the files were produced.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCCard_Code varchar(16)
no Run card identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCCard_Grp_Id integer

MCCard_Grp_Code varchar(60)
no Run card group identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCRun_Nr integer no Run number relative to the MC card

MCStream_Id integer

MCStream_Code varchar(15)
no Physics stream identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCStream_Grp_Id integer

MCStream_Grp_Code varchar(15)
no Physics stream identifier; numeric and human

readable

Seed_Stream integer no Identifier of the seed stream relative to the MC
card

End_Seed1

End_Seed2
integer
(32 bit) no Seed to be used by the next generation on the

same seed stream

Start_Time timestamp no Generation start time

End_Time timestamp no Generation end time

MC_Version integer no Version of the Monte Carlo generator
executable

Offline_Id char(3) no Generator machine identifier

MCStream_Events integer no How many events are part of the physics stream

Total_Events integer no Number of events produced

Nr_Trigs integer no Number of triggers issued by the MC generator

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

� MCStream_Id

Tables and views used:
� logger.mc_streams

� logger.mc_runs_data

� logger.mc_runs

� descript.mccard_base

� descript.mccard_group

� descript.mcstream_descript

� descript.mcstream_group
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logger.mc_data
This view contains the list of all the mc files produced including the way the intermediate
mcraw files were generated by the MC generators.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCCard_Code varchar(16)
no Run card identifier; numeric and human readable

MCCard_Grp_Id integer

MCCard_Grp_Code varchar(60)
no Run card group identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCRun_Nr integer no Run number relative to the MC card

Seed_Stream integer no Identifier of the seed stream relative to the MC
card

End_Seed1

End_Seed2
integer
(32 bit) no Seed to be used by the next generation on the

same seed stream

MC_Start_Time timestamp no Generation start time

MC_End_Time timestamp no Generation end time

MC_Version integer no Version of the Monte Carlo generator executable

MC_Offline_Id char(3) no Generator machine identifier

Datarec_Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

Datarec_Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Total_Events integer no Number of events produced

Nr_Trigs integer no Number of triggers issued by the MC generator

Size integer yes File size

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

Archived integer no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_Id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.

Nr_recalled integer no Number of copies on user recall areas
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Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Filename

Tables and view used:
� logger.mc_logger

� logger.mc_runs_data

� logger.mc_runs

� descript.mccard_base

� descript.mccard_group
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logger.mc_streams_data
This view contains the number of events produced for every physics stream for every mc file
and also all the information regarding the files themselves, including how the intermediate
mcraw files were generated by the MC generators.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCCard_Code varchar(16)
no Run card identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCCard_Grp_Id integer

MCCard_Grp_Code varchar(60)
no Run card group identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCRun_Nr integer no Run number relative to the MC card

MCStream_Id integer

MCStream_Code varchar(15)
no Physics stream identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCStream_Grp_Id integer

MCStream_Grp_Code varchar(15)
no Physics stream identifier; numeric and human

readable

Seed_Stream integer no Identifier of the seed stream relative to the MC
card

End_Seed1

End_Seed2
integer
(32 bit) no Seed to be used by the next generation on the

same seed stream

MC_Start_Time timestamp no Generation start time

MC_End_Time timestamp no Generation end time

MC_Version integer no Version of the Monte Carlo generator
executable

MC_Offline_Id char(3) no Generator machine identifier

Datarec_Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

Datarec_Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

Filename varchar(64) no File name

MCStream_Events integer no How many events are part of the physics
stream

Total_Events integer no Number of events produced

Nr_Trigs integer no Number of triggers issued by the MC
generator

Size integer yes File size

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

Archived integer no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_Id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

� MCStream_Id

Unique constraint:
� Filename

� MCStream_Id

Tables and views used:
� logger.mc_streams

� logger.mc_data

� logger.mc_logger

� logger.mc_runs_data

� logger.mc_runs

� descript.mccard_base

� descript.mccard_group

� descript.mcstream_descript

� descript.mcstream_group
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descript.mccard_descript
This view contains the MC data cards used for the production of new mcraw files. Only the
last instance of each data card is present.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer no MC card identifier

Description varchar(60) no MC card description, used for human readable
interaction

MCCard_Group integer no MC group identifier

Nr_Trigs integer no Number of triggers to generate at each run

Card varchar(40k) no The data card

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

Unique constraint:
� Description

Tables used:
� descript.mccard_base

� descript.mccard_card
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Position related views
The views described in this section treats data about the position of files on the disk areas.
Since there are four different kinds of files; raw, datarec, mcraw and mc, and 2 different
types of disks; local and recall disks, a two dimensional classification of the available views
comes natural:

raw datarec mcraw mc

local
disk pool status.raw_online_data status.dtr_offline_data status.mc_temp_data status.mc_offline_data

recall
disk pool

status.raw_recalled_data status.dtr_recalled_data status.mc_recalled_data

However, since this is also a 2D paper, a linear classification is needed in order to make a
total order of the views. The classification of choice is the one based on the kind of files.
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status.raw_online_data
This view contains the list of raw files that are currently residing on the DAQ online disk
pool. It contains both the data about the files themselves and the data about the runs they
belong to.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Farm_Id char(3) no Acquisition machine identifier

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr
integer no Builder identifier

Stream_Id integer

Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Stream identifier; numeric and human readable

Stream_Analyze
integer

(as boolean) no If false, the file will not be reconstructed.

Stream_AllData
integer

(as boolean) no
If false, the file could have been produced using
only a subset of the available events (i.e. by a spy
process).

Recorder_Nr integer no Recorder number

Gb_Nr integer no Sequential number

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Run_Type_Id integer

Run_Type_Code varchar(8)
no Run type identifier; numeric and human readable

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

Run_Start_Time timestamp no

Run_End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
Run_End_Time can be used to check if a run is
still active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

Run_On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Run_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the
run

Torta_Name varchar(16) yes Name of the TORTA configuration used during
the run

Run_Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch
crossing) 

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at start
of run

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated
during the run, estimated by the L3 filters and the
Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integer yes Vote given by a human operator

Run_Comment varchar(40) yes Comment given by a human operator

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

First

Last
integer

(as boolean) no Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the recorder.

Size integer yes File size

Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the file

Archived integer no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the file is archived.
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Analyzed integer yes The highest version of datarec used to
reconstruct this file (NULL if never reconstructed)

FarmDir_Id integer no Disk pool area identifier

Nr_Act_Acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� Farm_Id

� Receiver_Nr

� Builder_Nr

� Stream_Id

� Recorder_Nr

� Gb_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Filename

Tables and views used:
� status.raw_online

� logger.raw_data

� logger.raw_logger

� logger.run_data

� logger.run_logger

� descript.run_type_descript

� kloemaps.torta_map

� descript.stream_descript
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status.raw_recalled_data
This view contains the list of all the copies of raw files that are currently residing on the
recall disk areas. It contains both the data about the files themselves and the data about the
runs they belong to.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Farm_Id char(3) no Acquisition machine identifier

Receiver_Nr

Builder_Nr
integer no Builder identifier

Stream_Id integer

Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Stream identifier; numeric and human readable

Stream_Analyze
integer

(as boolean) no If false, the file will not be reconstructed.

Stream_AllData
integer

(as boolean) no
If false, the file could have been produced using
only a subset of the available events (i.e. by a spy
process).

Recorder_Nr integer no Recorder number

Gb_Nr integer no Sequential number

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Run_Type_Id integer

Run_Type_Code varchar(8)
no Run type identifier; numeric and human readable

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

Run_Start_Time timestamp no

Run_End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
Run_End_Time can be used to check if a run is
still active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

Run_On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Run_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the run

Torta_Name varchar(16) yes Name of the TORTA configuration used during
the run

Run_Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch crossing)

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at start
of run

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated during
the run, estimated by the L3 filters and the
Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integer yes Vote given by a human operator

Run_Comment varchar(40) yes Comment given by a human operator

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

First

Last
integer

(as boolean) no Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the recorder.

Size integer yes File size

Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the file

Archived integer no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the file is archived.
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Analyzed integer yes The highest version of datarec used to reconstruct
this file (NULL if never reconstructed)

DServer_Id char(3)

DSrvDir_Id integer
no Disk pool area identifier

Nr_Act_Acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Recalled_Time timestamp yes Last access time
If NULL, the file is not yet available on disk

Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� Farm_Id

� Receiver_Nr

� Builder_Nr

� Stream_Id

� Recorder_Nr

� Gb_Nr

� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Unique constraint:
� Filename

� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Tables and views used:
� status.raw_recalled

� logger.raw_data

� logger.raw_logger

� logger.run_data

� logger.run_logger

� descript.run_type_descript

� kloemaps.torta_map

� descript.stream_descript
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status.dtr_offline_data
This view contains the list of datarec files currently residing on the offline disk pool. It
contains both the data about the files themselves and the data about the runs they belong to.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

Datarec_Nr integer no Process identifier

Stream_Id integer

Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Stream identifier; numeric and human readable

Gb_Nr integer no Sequential number

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Run_Type_Id integer

Run_Type_Code varchar(8)
no Run type identifier; numeric and human readable

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

Run_Start_Time timestamp no

Run_End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
Run_End_Time can be used to check if a run is
still active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

Run_On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Run_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the run

Torta_Name varchar(16) yes Name of the TORTA configuration used during
the run

Run_Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch crossing)

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at start
of run

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated during
the run, estimated by the L3 filters and the
Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integer yes Vote given by a human operator

Run_Comment varchar(40) yes Comment given by a human operator

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

First

Last
integer

(as boolean) no Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the process.

Size integer yes File size

Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the file

Archived integer no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.

OffDir_Id integer no Disk pool area identifier
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

OffSrv_Id char(3)

OffSrvDir_Id integer
no Offline disk server disk pool area identifier

Nr_Act_Acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� Version

� Offline_Id

� Datarec_Nr

� Stream_Id

� Gb_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Filename

Tables and views used:
� status.datarec_offline

� descript.offdir_descript

� logger.datarec_data

� logger.datarec_logger

� logger.run_data

� logger.run_logger

� descript.run_type_descript

� kloemaps.torta_map

� descript.stream_offline
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status.dtr_recalled_data
This view contains the list of all the copies of datarec files currently residing on the recall
disk areas. It contains both the data about the files themselves and the data about the runs
they belong to.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

Run_Nr integer no Run number

Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

Datarec_Nr integer no Process identifier

Stream_Id integer

Stream_Code varchar(8)
no Stream identifier; numeric and human readable

Gb_Nr integer no Sequential number

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Run_Type_Id integer

Run_Type_Code varchar(8)
no Run type identifier; numeric and human readable

WaitSync
integer

(as boolean) no Need the DAQ farm builder wait for the sync
cycle before validating the arrived data?

Run_Start_Time timestamp no

Run_End_Time timestamp yes

Run active period
Run_End_Time can be used to check if a run is
still active or not (NULL value).

Zero_Sup
integer

(as boolean) no Was zero suppression in use?

Run_On_Disk
integer

(as boolean) no Any physics data produced during the run?

Run_Events integer yes Number of physics events acquired during the run

Torta_Name varchar(16) yes Name of the TORTA configuration used during
the run

Run_Normal_End
integer

(as boolean) yes Run ended on error? (not of the value)

DAFNE_Im

DAFNE_Ip
real yes DAΦNE beam currents (in mA) at start of run

(Im - e-, Ip - e+)

DAFNE_LTm

DAFNE_LTp
integer yes DAΦNE beam lifetimes (in secs) at start of run

(LTm - e-, LTp - e+)
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

DAFNE_TSW1

DAFNE_TSW2

DAFNE_TSW3

DAFNE_TSW4

integer
(32 bit) yes

Bit pattern of the DAΦNE beam (bunch crossing)

Use as a 128 bit value

DAFNE_Fill integer yes DAΦNE fill number at start of run

DAFNE_Vacuum real yes Vacuum in the KLOE interaction region at start
of run

Magnet_Current real yes Current (in A) in the KLOE magnet solenoid 
(at start of run)

L3_BhaBha

TrgMon_BhaBha
integer yes BhaBhas found during the run by the L3 filters

and by the Trigger Monitors

L3_Luminosity

TrgMon_Luminosity
real yes

Average luminosity (in cm-2s-1) of the run,
estimated by the L3 filters and the Trigger
Monitors

L3_Int_Lum

TrgMon_Int_Lum
real yes

Luminosity (in cm-2 or 10-33nb-1) integrated during
the run, estimated by the L3 filters and the
Trigger Monitors

Calib_Word
integer
(32 bit) no Bit pattern indicating the current status of the

calibration for the run

Reconstruct_Id integer yes Vote given by a human operator

Run_Comment varchar(40) yes Comment given by a human operator

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

First

Last
integer

(as boolean) no Specifies if this is the first/last file in the
sequence produced by the process.

Size integer yes File size

Total_Events integer yes Number of events inside the file

Archived integer no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.

DServer_Id char(3)

DSrvDir_Id integer
no Disk pool area identifier
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Nr_Act_Acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Recalled_Time timestamp yes Last access time
If NULL, the file is not yet available on disk

Primary key:
� Run_Nr

� Version

� Offline_Id

� Datarec_Nr

� Stream_Id

� Gb_Nr

� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Unique constraint:
� Filename

� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Tables and views used:
� status.datarec_recalled

� logger.datarec_data

� logger.datarec_logger

� logger.run_data

� logger.run_logger

� descript.run_type_descript

� kloemaps.torta_map

� descript.stream_offline
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status.mc_temp_data
This view contains the list of mcraw files and their position on local disks. It contains both
the data about the files themselves and the data about the way they were produced by the
Monte Carlo generators. 

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCCard_Code varchar(16)
no Run card identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCCard_Grp_Id integer

MCCard_Grp_Code varchar(60)
no Run card group identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCRun_Nr integer no Run number relative to the MC card

Seed_Stream integer no Identifier of the seed stream relative to the MC
card

End_Seed1

End_Seed2
integer
(32 bit) yesa Seed to be used by the next generation on the

same seed stream

Start_Time timestamp no Generation start time

End_Time timestamp yes
Generation end time
Can be used to find out if generation is still in
progress (NULL value)

MC_Version integer no Version of the Monte Carlo generator
executable

Offline_Id char(3) no Generator machine identifier

Total_Events integer yes Number of events produced

Nr_Trigs integer no Number of triggers issued by the MC generator

FilePath varchar(240) no File path (directory + file name)

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Offline_Id

� FilePath

Tables used:
� status.mc_temp

� logger.mc_runs_data

� logger.mc_runs

� descript.mccard_base

� descript.mccard_group

a can be NULL only if generation is still in progress
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status.mc_offline_data
This view contains the list of mc files that are currently residing on the offline disk pool. It
contains both the data about the files themselves and the data about the way the intermediate
mcraw files were produced by the Monte Carlo generators. 

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCCard_Code varchar(16)
no Run card identifier; numeric and human readable

MCCard_Grp_Id integer

MCCard_Grp_Code varchar(60)
no Run card group identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCRun_Nr integer no Run number relative to the MC card

Seed_Stream integer no Identifier of the seed stream relative to the MC
card

End_Seed1

End_Seed2
integer
(32 bit) no Seed to be used by the next generation on the

same seed stream

MC_Start_Time timestamp no Generation start time

MC_End_Time timestamp no Generation end time

MC_Version integer no Version of the Monte Carlo generator executable

MC_Offline_Id char(3) no Generator machine identifier

Datarec_Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

Datarec_Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Total_Events integer no Number of events produced

Nr_Trigs integer no Number of triggers issued by the MC generator

Size integer yes File size

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

Archived integer no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_Id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.

Datarec_OffDir_Id integer no Disk pool area identifier
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

Nr_Act_Acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Primary key:
� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

Unique constraint:
� Filename

Tables and view used:
� status.mc_offline

� logger.mc_data

� logger.mc_logger

� logger.mc_runs_data

� logger.mc_runs

� descript.mccard_base

� descript.mccard_group
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status.mc_recalled_data
This view contains the list of all the copies of mc files that are currently residing on the recall
disk areas. It contains both the data about the files themselves and the data about the way the
intermediate mcraw files were produced by the Monte Carlo generators.

Fields description:

Field name Field type
Can be
NULL? Description

MCCard_Id integer

MCCard_Code varchar(16)
no Run card identifier; numeric and human readable

MCCard_Grp_Id integer

MCCard_Grp_Code varchar(60)
no Run card group identifier; numeric and human

readable

MCRun_Nr integer no Run number relative to the MC card

Seed_Stream integer no Identifier of the seed stream relative to the MC
card

End_Seed1

End_Seed2
integer
(32 bit) no Seed to be used by the next generation on the

same seed stream

MC_Start_Time timestamp no Generation start time

MC_End_Time timestamp no Generation end time

MC_Version integer no Version of the Monte Carlo generator executable

MC_Offline_Id char(3) no Generator machine identifier

Datarec_Version integer no Version of the reconstruction executable

Datarec_Offline_Id char(3) no Reconstruction machine identifier

Filename varchar(64) no File name

Total_Events integer no Number of events produced

Nr_Trigs integer no Number of triggers issued by the MC generator

Size integer yes File size

Creation_Time timestamp no Creation time

Closure_Time timestamp yes
Closure time
Can be used to find out if the file is still being
written (NULL value)

Archived integer no Is the file archived or archiving?
(0 - not archived, 1 - archiving, 2 - archived)

TServer_Id char(3)

Filespace_Id integer
yes Filespace where the file is archived.

Analyzed integer yes Not used at the moment.
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Field name Field type
Can be
NULL?

Description

DServer_Id char(3)

DSrvDir_Id integer
no Disk pool area identifier

Nr_Act_Acc integer no Number of processes currently accessing this
copy of the file

Recalled_Time timestamp yes Last access time
If NULL, the file is not yet available on disk

Primary key:

� MCCard_Id

� MCRun_Nr

� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Unique constraint:

� Filename

� DServer_Id

� DSrvDir_Id

Tables and view used:

� status.mc_recalled

� logger.mc_data

� logger.mc_logger

� logger.mc_runs_data

� logger.mc_runs

� descript.mccard_base

� descript.mccard_group
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Summary of views
View Name Description

descript.mccard_descript
This view contains the MC data cards used for the production of new
mcraw files. Only the last instance of each data card is present.

logger.datarec_data

This view contains the list of all the datarec files produced during the
reconstruction process. It contains both the data about the files
themselves and the data about the runs they belong to.

logger.dtr_raws_data

This view contains the relations between raw and datarec files of the
datarec files that were reconstructed starting from raw files. It
contains information about the resulting datarec files, information
about the source raw files and information about the runs they belong
to.

logger.dtr_dtr_data

This view contains the relations between datarec files of the datarec
files that were reconstructed starting from other datarec files. It
contains information about both the source and the resulting datarec
files and information about the runs they belong to.

logger.dtr_base_raws_data

This view contains the relations between datarec files and the base raw files
they were produced from; if a datarec file was produced from other datarec
files, the base raw files are found following the path down to the leaves. It
also contains information about the resulting datarec files, information about
the base raw files and information about the runs they belong to.

logger.mc_data

This view contains the list of all the mc files produced including the
way the intermediate mcraw files were generated by the MC
generators.

logger.mc_runs_data
This view contains information about the way mcraw files are
produced by the Monte Carlo generators. 

logger.mc_runstreams_data

This view contains the number of events produced for every physics
stream for every mcraw file and also the information regarding the
way the files were produced.

logger.mc_streams_data

This view contains the number of events produced for every physics
stream for every mc file and also all the information regarding the
files themselves, including how the intermediate mcraw files were
generated by the MC generators.

logger.raw_data

This view contains the list of all the raw files produced during the
data taking. It contains both the data about the files themselves and
the data about the runs they belong to.

logger.run_data
This view contains the list of runs taken during the life of the
experiment.

status.dtr_offline_data

This view contains the list of datarec files currently residing on the
offline disk pool. It contains both the data about the files themselves
and the data about the runs they belong to.
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View Name Description

status.dtr_recalled_data

This view contains the list of all the copies of datarec files currently
residing on the recall disk areas. It contains both the data about the
files themselves and the data about the runs they belong to.

status.mc_offline_data

This view contains the list of mc files that are currently residing on
the offline disk pool. It contains both the data about the files
themselves and the data about the way the intermediate mcraw files
were produced by the Monte Carlo generators. 

status.mc_recalled_data

This view contains the list of all the copies of mc files that are
currently residing on the recall disk areas. It contains both the data
about the files themselves and the data about the way the
intermediate mcraw files were produced by the Monte Carlo
generators.

status.mc_temp_data

This view contains the list of mcraw files and their position on local
disks. It contains both the data about the files themselves and the
data about the way they were produced by the Monte Carlo
generators. 

status.raw_online_data

This view contains the list of raw files that are currently residing on
the DAQ online disk pool. It contains both the data about the files
themselves and the data about the runs they belong to.

status.raw_recalled_data

This view contains the list of all the copies of raw files that are
currently residing on the recall disk areas. It contains both the data
about the files themselves and the data about the runs they belong to.
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Tables used inside the views

143

logger.run_logger

kloemaps.torta_map

logger.raw_logger

descript.stream_descript

logger.datarec_logger

descript.stream_offline

logger.datarec_rawslogger.datarec_datarec

descript.run_type_descript

logger.run_data logger.datarec_datalogger.raw_data

status.raw_online_datastatus.dtr_offline_data

status.raw_recalled_datastatus.dtr_recalled_data

status.raw_onlinestatus.datarec_offline

status.raw_recalledstatus.datarec_recalled

logger.dtr_raws_data logger.dtr_dtr_data

descript.offdir_descript

logger.
dtr_base_raws_data

logger.datarec_raws
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logger.mc_runs_data logger.mc_datalogger.mc_runs

descript.mccard_base

descript.mccard_group

logger.mc_streams

descript.mcstream_descript descript.mcstream_group

logger.mc_runstreams_data logger.streams_data

logger.mc_logger

status.mc_temp_data status.mc_offline_data status.mc_recalled_data

status.mc_offlinestatus.mc_temp status.mc_recalled

descript.mccard_card

descript.mccard_descript



Conclusion
The number of tables and views defined in the KLOE database can frighten a novice user.
However the number of tables, or better to say views, needed to solve any specific problem is
normally very low; typically a single view contains all the information a generic user may
need to solve a task. Nevertheless, all the tables described in this paper are needed to keep
track of the data produced in KLOE, but only a few power users will ever need to access all
of them.

This paper was thought as a reference manual for the bookeeping and computing system
catalogue part of the KLOE database. I hope it has accomplished its task. Anyhow, any
suggestion and comment aimed at improving this paper will be well accepted.
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